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                Celebrating 40 Years
It was the countless hours spent underwater that inspired two divers, Jeremy Fitzgibbon &  
Jim Cartwright, to combine their expertise in designing custom-fit diving suits. Under the name 
FitzWright, the two men dedicated themselves and worked tirelessly to establish the company as 
an industry leader in dive and watersports industries. Their mandate was simple - provide the best 
fitting suits on the market – their passion enduring.

Today we celebrate our 40th anniversary and the dedication and passion that began in 1972 still 
lives strong. Operating under the brand name BARE, the company’s success has allowed it to 
spread its roots to more than 56 countries and to develop a product portfolio of the world’s finest 
wetsuits, drysuits and complimentary diving products. Along the way, we have celebrated many 
achievements, including the world’s first stretch breathable drysuit. Throughout this catalog, you 
will find a sprinkling of just some of these achievements. 

As we reflect on and celebrate the commitment and dedication that began 40 years ago, we also 
look to the future with an uncompromising promise to deliver BARE products that demonstrate 
our passion for diving and our commitment to providing divers with a better dive experience. 
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DRYsUITs
DONE RIGHT FOR 40 YEARS

We’ve been making drysuits for 40 years and have supplied coast guards, military, technical 
and recreational divers with some of their most trusted gear. We are confident enough in our 
products to remain the sole drysuit manufacturer to offer a lIFETIME GUARAnTEE. We think 
this says something extraordinary about the quality of workmanship, materials and technology 
that goes into each one of our products. We stand behind our products like nobody else, 
because you deserve a product like no other. 



sB sYsTEM sTORY
THE WORLD’S FIRST STRETCH BREATHABLE DRYSUIT DIVING SYSTEM

At BARE we understand that a truly memorable dive experience is one to remember because 
of the dive, not the equipment. That’s why we developed the sB sYsTEM. It’s a combination 
of 3 lightweight layers that provide sTRETCH and BREATHABIlITY, enhancing your overall 
comfort level so you can focus on the real adventure underwater.

The sB sYsTEM uses sTRETCH to deliver “next-to-skin” fit and unparalleled freedom of 
movement, and BREATHABIlITY to move moisture away from your skin and exhaust trapped 
humidity, keeping you warmer and drier throughout the dive and on the surface.

If you want the best drysuit diving experience, we are confident that you will find it in the  
new sB sYsTEM. To find out more about the performance of the sB sYsTEM, and our  
collaboration with BMW Group DesignworksUsA, please visit our website.
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SB SYSTEM DRYSUIT
The sB sYsTEM drysuit is a revolutionary performance inspired trilaminate constructed from a proprietary blend of fabrics 
exclusive to BARE. This unique trilaminate drysuit uses a special blend of fabrics that deliver 4-way stretch for a “next-to-skin” 
fit and breathability for a balanced body temperature on the surface before and after your dive.

MATERIAL
›› Inspired blend of nylon/high tenacity nylon/spandex outer shell, 

waterproof stretch breathable polyurethane membrane and nylon 

interior lining. (see page 08)

ENTRY
›› Self donning front entry drysuit with protective zipper cover and 

zipper garage

INNOVATION
›› Exclusive trilaminate fabric breathes and stretches offering 

incomparable comfort and flexibility underwater and a balanced body 

temperature on the surface
›› TIZIP MasterSeal main entry zipper offers improved flexibility over 

traditional brass zippers and uses a lower profile design

FEATURES
›› LIFETIME GUARANTEE on seams and workmanship (see page 19)
›› Lightweight, only 7.75lbs / 3.5kg
›› Your choice of latex or a 3mm neoprene comfort-fit neck seal
›› 2mm nylon/smoothskin warm collar with vented neck drain provides 

an improved seal with the BARE ELASTEK Dry Hood
›› 360 degree swivel inflator valve and adjustable low-profile exhaust valve 
›› Your choice of neoprene or HD bottleneck latex wrist seals
›› Suit integrated pocket with 10” (25cm) zipper is low profile and 

streamlined
›› M-PADz abrasion resistant knee (with 2mm neoprene backing) and 

seat protection
›› Flatseam construction, glued and taped on interior & exterior
›› Reinforced “critical-wear” seam points
›› Delivered with BARE boot, or compression resistant Soft Boot
›› Designed to be used as part of the SB SYSTEM or as a standalone drysuit

MEN’S 
SIZES S, MShort, M, MTall, MLShort, ML, MLTall, LShort, L, LTall, 

XLShort, XL, XLTall, 2XLShort, 2XL, 3XL

COLORS n Black 

(with embossed accent panels & grey accented seam tape)

WOMEN’S 
SIZES XS, S, M, MTALL, L, XL

COLORS n Black 

(with embossed accent panels & grey accented seam tape)
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We’ve been making drysuits for 40 years and have supplied coast guards and technical divers with some of 
their most trusted gear. Here is a summary of the innovative features that are a part of the BARE drysuit line. 

DRYSUIT INNOVATIONS

SB SYSTEM DRYSUIT FABRIC
Exclusive to BARE, this STRETCH BREATHABLE trilaminate fabric breathes and stretches offering incomparable 

comfort and flexibility underwater and a balanced body temperature on the surface. Performance inspired 

blend of Antron nylon / high tenacity nylon / spandex outer shell, waterproof stretch breathable polyurethane 

membrane and nylon interior lining.

NO STITCH TECHNOLOGY (NST)
This technology makes suits without a single seam stitch. Instead, seams are double-glued 

and heat taped inside and out. This BARE exclusive delivers superior performance and 

maximizes the life of your drysuit.

TRILAMINATE HD FABRIC
For both Trilam HD Tech Dry and Pro Dry, butyl 

rubber is sandwiched between two layers of fabric to 

create a durable and flexible fabric. The high tenacity 

nylon provides the ultimate cut and abrasion resistance, 

while the polyester lining provides stretch.

Using hot air, a polyurethane coated tape is applied to a sewn seam. This activates the glue 

on the tape, combining the seam and tape into a weld. The combination actually becomes 

stronger than the surrounding material–creating an unbreakable seam.

SEAM WELDED TECHNOLOGY (SWT)

AUTOMATIC TORSO RECOIL (ATR)
The patented ATR system provides amazing flexibility when you’re bending, kneeling and 

reaching upward. It works by maintaining a tucked fold in the center of the suit allowing the 

top and bottom to move independently of each other. This great feature eliminates the need 

for a cumbersome crotch strap.
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4 WAY STRETCH

Antron nylon/ High Tenacity nylon/
Spandex Outer Shell

Stretch Breathable
Polyurethane Membrane

Nylon 
Interior Lining

NEOPRENE

HEAT-REFLECTIVE  
METALITE KEEPS 

BODY HEAT IN

DIAMOND-TUFF NYLON 
COATING REPELS  

COLD WATER
HEAT TAPE SEALS TOP & BOTTOM

SEAMS ARE DOUBLE-GLUED

RELAXED POSITION EXTENDED POSITION

lOWER BODY OF sUIT UPPER BODY OF sUITlOWER BODY OF sUIT UPPER BODY OF sUIT

POLYESTER

HIGH TENACITY NYLON

BUTYL RUBBER

PU COATING

STITCH

NEX-GEN FABRIC
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A top of the line trilaminate front-entry drysuit, the TRIlAM HD TECH DRY offers commercial 
grade construction for the professional or serious sport diver. This suit uses our exclusive 
trilaminate HD fabric construction to maintain material integrity and flexibility. (see page 08)

TRILAM HD TECH DRY

MATERIAL
›› Durable high tenacity nylon/butyl/polyester trilaminate throughout

ENTRY
›› Self donning front entry drysuit with protective zipper cover

INNOVATION
›› Patented ATR (Automatic Torso Recoil) system controlling torso 

length (see page 08)

FEATURES
›› LIFETIME GUARANTEE on seams and workmanship (see page 19)
›› Your choice of latex or a 3mm neoprene comfort-fit neck seal
›› 2mm nylon/smoothskin warm collar with vented neck drain 
›› 360 degree swivel inflator valve and adjustable low-profile 

exhaust valve 
›› Your choice of neoprene or HD bottleneck latex wrist seals 

with talc bag
›› 2-needle “felled seam” construction with reinforced “critical-wear” seam points
›› Your choice of neoprene or HD bottleneck latex wrist seals
›› K-PADz (Kevlar) knee protection with 1mm neoprene backing providing 

added padding for comfort
›› Delivered with BARE boot, or compression resistant Soft Boot
›› Available in custom made to measure sizes

MEN’S
SIZES S, MShort, M, MTall, MLShort, ML, MLTall, 

LShort, L, LTall, XLShort, XL, XLTall, 2XLShort, 2XL, 3XL

COLORS n Black    n Blue    n Red

WOMEN’S 
SIZES XS, S, M, MTall, L, XL

COLORS n Black    n Blue    n Red

1988
Automatic Torso Recoil 
(ATR) was developed 
and patented
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MATERIAL
›› Durable high tenacity nylon/butyl/polyester trilaminate throughout

ENTRY
›› Easy entry back zipper with internal protective flap

FEATURES
›› LIFETIME GUARANTEE on seams and workmanship (see page 19)
›› Your choice of latex or a 3mm neoprene comfort-fit neck seal
›› 2mm nylon/smoothskin warm collar with vented neck drain 
›› 360 degree swivel inflator valve and adjustable low-profile exhaust valve
›› Your choice of neoprene or HD bottleneck latex wrist seals with talc bag
›› 2-needle “felled seam” construction with reinforced “critical-wear” 

seam points
›› Your choice of neoprene or HD bottleneck latex wrist seals
›› K-PADz (Kevlar) knee protection with 1mm neoprene backing 

providing added padding for comfort
›› Delivered with BARE boot, or compression resistant Soft Boot
›› Available in custom made to measure sizes

MEN’S 
SIZES S, MShort, M, MTall, MLShort, ML, MLTall, LShort, 

L, LTall, XLShort, XL, XLTall, 2XLShort, 2XL, 3XL

COLORS n Black    n Blue    n Red

WOMEN’S 
SIZES XS, S, M, MTall, L, XL

COLORS n Black    n Blue    n Red

A top of the line trilaminate drysuit, this suit offers the same commercial grade construction as 
the HD TECH DRY, with a back zip. This suit uses our exclusive trilaminate HD fabric construction 
to maintain material integrity and flexibility. (see page 08)

TRILAM HD PRO DRY
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MATERIAL
›› Durable polyester/butyl/polyester trilaminate throughoutut 

ENTRY
›› Self donning front entry drysuit

INNOVATION
›› Exclusively engineered, this material offers improved flexibility over current butyl trilaminates
›› TIZIP MasterSeal main entry zipper offers improved flexibility over traditional brass zippers and a 

lower profile design

FEATURES
›› LIFETIME GUARANTEE on seams and workmanship (see page 19)
›› Your choice of latex or a 3mm neoprene comfort-fit neck seal
›› 2mm nylon/smoothskin warm collar with vented neck drain 
›› 360 degree swivel inflator valve and adjustable low-profile exhaust valve 
›› Your choice of neoprene or HD bottleneck latex wrist seals with talc bag
›› Includes suspenders
›› Elastic crotch strap with rear double anchor and adjustable quick release front buckle
›› Your choice of neoprene or HD bottleneck latex wrist seals
›› BARE embossed M-PADz knee protection with 2mm neoprene backing providing added 

padding for comfort
›› 2-needle “felled seam” construction with reinforced “critical-wear” seam points
›› Delivered with BARE boot, or compression resistant Soft Boot

MEN’S 
SIZES S, M, ML, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL 

COLORS n Black    n Red

Made with our exclusive engineered butyl trilaminate material, this crotch strap offering has improved 
flexibility over existing trilaminates. Also included in this front entry suit is a TIZIP Masterseal main entry 
zipper that is lower profile in design and offers superior flexibility over traditional brass zippers.

TRILAM TECH DRY

1972 Founded by Jeremy Fitzgibbon & Jim Cartwright, FitzWright 
(later to operate under the name BARE) was established
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MATERIAL
›› Durable polyester/butyl/polyester trilaminate throughout

ENTRY
›› Easy entry back zipper with an internal protective flap

INNOVATION
›› Exclusively engineered, this material offers improved flexibility over current butyl 

trilaminates
›› TIZIP MasterSeal main entry zipper offers improved flexibility over traditional brass 

zippers and a lower profile design

FEATURES
›› LIFETIME GUARANTEE on seams and workmanship (see page 19)
›› Your choice of latex or a 3mm neoprene comfort-fit neck seal
›› 2mm nylon/smoothskin warm collar with vented neck drain 
›› 360 degree swivel inflator valve and adjustable low-profile exhaust valve
›› Your choice of neoprene or HD bottleneck latex wrist seals
›› BARE embossed M-PADz knee protection with 2mm neoprene backing providing added 

padding for comfort
›› 2-needle “felled seam” construction with reinforced “critical-wear” seam points
›› Delivered with BARE boot, or compression resistant Soft Boot

MEN’S 
SIZES S, MShort, M, MTall, MLShort, ML, MLTall, LShort, L, LTall, XLShort, 

XL, XLTall, 2XLShort, 2XL, 3XL

COLORS n Black    n Red

WOMEN’S 
SIZES XS, S, M, MTall, L, XL

COLORS n Black    n Red

Made with our exclusive engineered butyl trilaminate material, this back zip offering has improved flexibility over existing 
trilaminates. Also included is a TIZIP Masterseal main entry zipper that is lower profile in design and offers superior 
flexibility over traditional brass zippers. Available in Europe/Asia only.

TRILAM PRO DRY
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MATERIAL
›› BARE’s exclusive lightweight, waterproof NEX-GEN welded fabric 

(abrasion resistant nylon/polyurethane bilaminate)

ENTRY
›› Easy entry back zipper with internal protective flap

INNOVATION
›› Exclusive SWT (Seam Welded Technology, see page 08)

FEATURES
›› LIFETIME GUARANTEE on seams and workmanship (see page 19)
›› Trimmable latex neck seal
›› 360 degree swivel inflator valve and adjustable low-profile exhaust valve
›› HD bottleneck latex wrist seals with talc bag
›› Melco T5500 knee protection with 1mm neoprene backing providing 

added padding for comfort
›› Delivered with compression-resistant Soft Boot

MEN’S 
SIZES S, MShort, M, MTall, MLShort, ML, MLTall, LShort, 

L, LTall, XLShort, XL, XLTall, 2XLShort, 2XL, 3XL

COLORS n Black

WOMEN’S 
SIZES XS, S, M, MTall, L, XL

COLORS n Black

A back-entry drysuit that uses our exclusive nEX-GEn fabric and seam Welded technology (sWT) assembly 
method to provide unmatched performance at a great price. Available in north America only.

NEX-GEN PRO DRY

1980  Developed Seam Welded 
Technology (SWT)
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This front zip drysuit uses the latest advanced materials and construction techniques allowing 
for a high degree of 4-way stretch eliminating the need for a torso control system such as a 
crotch strap. It also offers our highest stability in buoyancy and thermal protection at any depth.

XCS2 TECH DRY New for 2012

MATERIAL
›› 2mm hyper-compressed FULL-STRETCH neoprene minimizes changes in 

buoyancy and thermal protection at depths
›› “DIAMOND-TUFF” nylon laminate on the exterior and a high-stretch interior 

laminate provide 4-way stretch enhancing your freedom of movement

ENTRY
›› Self donning front entry drysuit with protective zipper cover

FEATURES
›› LIFETIME GUARANTEE on seams and workmanship (see page 19)
›› Your choice of latex or a 3mm neoprene comfort-fit neck seal
›› 2mm nylon/smoothskin warm collar with vented neck drain 
›› 360 degree swivel inflator valve & adjustable low-profile exhaust valve 
›› Your choice of neoprene or HD bottleneck latex wrist seals
›› K-PADz (Kevlar) knee protection
›› Delivered with BARE boot, or compression resistant Soft Boot
›› Available in custom made to measure sizes 

INNOVATION
›› Newly advanced NST (No Stitch Technology) process uses the latest double 

heat tape technology with superior adhesives  allowing for “pin stripe” tape to 

be used, enhancing the suits overall stretch  characteristics (see page 08)
›› TIZIP MasterSeal main entry zipper offers improved flexibility over traditional 

brass zippers and uses a lower profile design
›› Inner fabric is a high stretch and very smooth  blend of nylon and spandex  for a 

“frictionless” donning with BARE thermal layers
›› PROTEKT shoulder, underarm and elbow protection, provide the next generation 

of abrasion and wear resistance and offer a high degree of stretch for comfort 

and freedom of movement

MEN’S 
SIZES S, MShort, M, MTall, MLShort, ML, MLTall, LShort, L, LTall, XLShort, 

XL, XLTall, 2XLShort, 2XL, 3XL

COLORS n Black    n Blue    n Red

2002 Introduced a hyper-compressed 
2mm neoprene drysuit
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This back zip drysuit uses the latest advanced materials and construction techniques allowing for a high 
degree of 4-way stretch improving freedom of movement and overall comfort. It also offers our highest 
stability in buoyancy and thermal protection at any depth.

XCS2 PRO DRY New for 2012

MATERIAL
›› 2mm hyper-compressed FULL-STRETCH neoprene minimizes 

changes in buoyancy and thermal protection at depths
›› “DIAMOND-TUFF” nylon laminate on the exterior and a high-stretch 

interior laminate provide 4-way stretch enhancing your freedom 

of movement

ENTRY
›› Easy entry back zipper with internal protective flap  

FEATURES
›› LIFETIME GUARANTEE on seams and workmanship (see page 19)
›› Your choice of latex or a 3mm neoprene comfort-fit neck seal
›› 2mm nylon/smoothskin warm collar with vented neck drain 
›› 360 degree swivel inflator valve and adjustable low-profile exhaust valve
›› Your choice of neoprene or HD bottleneck latex wrist seals with talc bag
›› K-PADz (Kevlar) knee protection
›› Delivered with BARE boot, or compression-resistant Soft Boot 
›› Available in custom made to measure sizes

MEN’S 
SIZES S, MShort, M, MTall, MLShort, ML, MLTall, LShort, L, LTall, 

XLShort, XL, XLTall, 2XLShort, 2XL, 3XL

COLORS n Blue    n Black    n Red

WOMEN’S 
SIZES XS, S, M, MTall, L, XL

COLORS n Blue    n Black    n Red

INNOVATION
›› Newly advanced NST (No Stitch Technology) process uses the latest 

double heat tape technology with superior adhesives  allowing 

for “pin stripe” tape to be used, enhancing the suits overall stretch  

characteristics (see page 19)
›› TIZIP MasterSeal main entry zipper offers improved flexibility over 

traditional brass zippers and uses a lower profile design
›› Inner fabric is a high stretch and very smooth  blend of nylon and 

spandex  for a “frictionless” donning with BARE thermal layers
›› PROTEKT shoulder, underarm and elbow protection, provide the 

next generation of abrasion and wear resistance and offer a high 

degree of stretch for comfort and freedom of movement
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A high-performance compressed density neoprene drysuit, the CD4 offers a perfect blend of 
rugged strength and comfort with great mid-range depth performance.

CD4 PRO DRY

MATERIAL
›› 3.5mm high performance compressed-density neoprene, laminated 

with “DIAMOND-TUFF” nylon

ENTRY
›› Easy entry back zipper with internal protective flap

INNOVATION
›› Exclusive NST (No Stitch Technology, see page 08)

FEATURES
›› LIFETIME GUARANTEE on seams and workmanship (see page 19)
›› Your choice of latex or a 3mm neoprene comfort-fit neck seal
›› 2mm nylon/smoothskin warm collar with vented neck drain 
›› 360 degree swivel inflator valve and adjustable low-profile exhaust valve 
›› Your choice of neoprene or HD bottleneck latex wrist seals
›› K-PADz (Kevlar) knee protection
›› Delivered with BARE boot, or compression resistant Soft Boot
›› Available in custom made to measure sizes

MEN’S 
SIZES S, MShort, M, MTall, MLShort, ML, MLTall, LShort, L, LTall, 

XLShort, XL, XLTall, 2XLShort, 2XL, 3XL

COLORS n Night Blue    n Steel    n Black    n Red    n Electric Blue

WOMEN’S 
SIZES XS, S, M, MTall, L, XL

COLORS n Night Blue    n Steel    n Black    n Red    n Electric Blue
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A favorite among sport and commercial divers, the D6 offers the highest warmth 
and protection in shallow or medium depths. This traditional neoprene offering 
includes a shoulder zipper that allows for less bulk and a list of standard features 
that will impress you.

D6 PRO DRY

MATERIAL
›› 6mm high-density neoprene, laminated with “DIAMOND-TUFF” nylon

ENTRY
›› Easy entry back zipper with internal protective flap

INNOVATION
›› Exclusive NST (No-Stitch Technology, see page 08)

FEATURES
›› LIFETIME GUARANTEE on seams and workmanship (see page 19)
›› Your choice of latex or a 3mm neoprene comfort-fit neck seal
›› 2mm nylon/smoothskin warm collar with vented neck drain 
›› 360 degree swivel inflator valve & adjustable low-profile exhaust valve 
›› Your choice of neoprene or HD bottleneck latex wrist seals
›› K-PADz (Kevlar) knee protection
›› Delivered with BARE boot, or compression resistant Soft Boot
›› Available in custom made to measure sizes

MEN’S 
SIZES S, MShort, M, MTall, MLShort, ML, MLTall, LShort, 

L, LTall, XLShort, XL, XLTall, 2XLShort, 2XL, 3XL

COLORS n Night Blue    n Black    n Electric Blue    

n Red    n Steel

2001 Introduced No Stitch Technology 
(NST) seam construction technique
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DRYSUIT COMPARISON CHART

KEY›FEATURES

NST (No-Stitch Technology)

ATR (Automatic Torso Recoil)

Stretch Breathable Trilaminate

High Tenacity Nylon/Butyl/Polyester Trilaminate

Durable Polyester/Butyl/Polyester Trilaminate

Hyper-Compressed 2mm Neoprene

Compressed-Density 4mm Neoprene

High-Density 6mm Neoprene

Flexible & Weldable Nex-Gen Fabric 

Self-donning Front Zipper (Tech)

Easy-entry Back Zipper (Pro)

Reflective Patches

SI-Tech Valves w/ Lp Hose

Storage & Carrying bag w/ Manual

“K-Padz” (Kevlar) Knee Protection

Suspender Tabs

Optional Thigh Pockets

Integrated Thigh Pocket

Suspenders

“M-PADz” Seat Protection

“M-PADz” Knee Protection

BDM Zipper

TIZIP MasterSeal Zipper

SB›SYSTEM
DRYSUIT›

TRILAM›HD
TECH›DRY›

TRILAM›HD
PRO›DRY

TRILAM
TECH›DRY

TRILAM
PRO›DRY

NEX-GEN
PRO›DRY

XCS2
TECH›DRY

XCS2
PRO›DRY

CD4
PRO›DRY

D6
PRO›DRY
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2008 LIFETIME GuARANTEE on all 
BARE drysuits was introduced
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At BARE we take our commitment to product quality seriously.  
Our drysuits in particular are legendary for their durability and 
longevity with many of our customers getting a full lifetime of use 
out of their BARE drysuit before passing it on to a friend or family 
member. This has allowed us to offer something that no other drysuit 
manufacturer has been able to do: a lifetime Guarantee on seams and 
workmanship. Much more than a warranty, BARE is the first and only 
drysuit manufacturer to offer a lifetime Guarantee. Except for normal 
wear and tear, misuse or negligence, BARE will honor all claims against 

seams and workmanship for the life of the drysuit worldwide.  
Even if you’re not the original owner, you’re covered.

In a category where the next closest competitor only offers a 7-year 
warranty, we think you’ll agree that the BARE Guarantee says 
something quite extraordinary about the quality of the workmanship, 
materials and technology that goes into each and every one of our 
drysuits. We stand behind our workmanship like no one else because 
you deserve a product like no other.

LIFETIME GUARANTEE
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DRYSUIT ACCESSORIES

DRY GLOVES

FEATURES
›› Dry Glove Set includes Docking Rings and gloves 

with separate thermal liners (Quick Clamp Set not 

included)
›› Quick Clamps, or, installed Cuff-Rings required to 

attach Dry Gloves to Drysuit
›› Quick Clamps allow Dry Glove Set to be attached 

to existing latex wrist seals

UNISEX
SIZES M, L, XL

COLORS n Blue (Glove)

DRYSUIT GAITOR SYSTEM 

The BARE Gaitor provides replaceable supplementary 

lower leg abrasion protection along with adjustable 

tension control to prevent excess air entering the 

boots .

FEATURES
›› Front Section: HD High Tenacity Nylon Butyl Trilam 

with K-PADz (Kevlar) knee protection
›› Rear Section: 3mm Nylon 2 sides neoprene for leg 

compression
›› 1.5” Adjustable Velcro Tension Control Straps

UNISEX
SIZES S, M, L

COLORS n Black

ELASTEK DRY HOOD 

FEATURES
›› 7mm neoprene with FULL-STRETCH ELASTEK 

material for ultimate stretch and comfort
›› 5mm ELASTEK/GLIDESKIN trimmable face and 

neck seal glides nicely over your hair
›› Vented to allow trapped air to escape
›› Hood neck seal mates with drysuit seal/collar

UNISEX
SIZES XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL

COLORS n Black

TREK BOOT

FEATURES
›› Designed for all BARE drysuits with compression-

resistant Soft Boots
›› Excellent support for rocky shore entries, boat 

decks and boat ladders
›› Velcro ankle closure, thumb loop and fin tab
›› Durable toe and heel cap

UNISEX
SIZES USA 5 - 13

COLORS n Black
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DRYSUIT SUSPENDERS

FEATURES
›› Adjustable heavy-duty BARE 

branded suspenders
›› Unique clip-in and release system

UNISEX
SIZES S-M, L-XL

COLORS n Black

DRYSUIT POCKETS
›› All pockets available in neoprene, cordura, DEV215 and polyester (Europe/

Asia only). Knife pocket only available in neoprene. Pocket styles include 

bellows with flap/zip, standard and knife style.

UNISEX 
SIZES One Size

COLORS n Black

CUFF RING SET

FEATURES
›› A system for all BARE drysuits that allows for instant replacement 

of wrist seals

UNISEX
SIZES One Size

COLORS n Black

NECK TITE SYSTEM

FEATURES
›› Neck Tite neck seals can be fitted in minutes, without the use of glue
›› Exceptionally strong and flexible sealing system
›› Quick exchange allows you to provide a custom-fit neck seal 

for rental or school customers

UNISEX
SIZES One Size

COLORS n Black

QUICK CLAMP SET 

FEATURES
›› The QUICK CLAMP set can be attached to existing latex wrist 

seals for quick disconnect of dry gloves
›› Inside diameter = 3.75”/95 mm

UNISEX
SIZES One Size

COLORS n Black

GLOVE LOCK SET XL 

FEATURES
›› Offering a larger size quick clamp, or cuff-ring system for larger hands.
›› Uses same latex seals, and dry gloves (not included)
›› Inside diameter = 4”/102 mm

UNISEX
SIZES One Size

COLORS n Black





DRYsUIT lAYERs

When it comes to thermal protection, we offer a wide variety of choice and layering options.  
Our selection of layers enables the diver to create modular systems that allows for the assembly 
of one, two, or more garments to meet the thermal protection requirements over a broad range  
of water temperature, dive duration and personal comfort level.
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This base layer is made from an advanced stretch breathable fabric that draws moisture away 
from the body creating a dry zone next-to-skin barrier. It then disperses the moisture over a 
larger surface allowing it to evaporate quickly.

SB SYSTEM BASE LAYER TOP + PANT

MATERIAL
›› Stretch breathable fabric made from a blend of polyester/

polypropylene/spandex. Includes Polartec Power Dry® technology and 

is anti-microbial.

INNOVATION
›› Two layer fabric draws moisture away from the body creating a dry 

zone next- to-skin barrier and then disperses  the moisture over a large 

surface allowing it to evaporate quickly.

FEATURES
›› Form-fitting base layer includes moisture management technology 

that acts as the first stage in moisture movement away from the skin
›› Incorporates quick drying characteristics for rapid evaporation, 

keeping you dry and comfortable
›› Includes anti-microbial properties that inhibit bacterial growth, keep 

the fabric fresh and provide odor control
›› Two piece design allows the diver to mix and match sizes of top and 

pant for perfect fit
›› Designed to be used as part of the SB SYSTEM or as standalone garments

TOP FEATURES
›› Molded comfort collar reduces neck chaffing.  Includes BARE 

embroidered logo
›› Zippered stretch pocket at right upper arm for key/ID
›› Low profile thumb loops to assist donning

PANT FEATURES
›› Women’s pant features a women’s specific contoured elastic 

waistband designed to hold the top in position when crouching
›› Zipper fly closes downward to allow for a pee valve relief 

tube (men’s version only)
›› Zippered stretch pocket at right thigh for key/ID
›› Lycra stirrups keep pants in place when donning mid layer & drysuit

MEN’S TOP
SIZES S, M, ML, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL 

COLORS n Black Heather (dark grey)

MEN’S PANT
SIZES S, M, ML, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL 

COLORS n Black Heather (dark grey)

WOMEN’S TOP
SIZES XS, S, M, L, XL

COLORS n Black Heather (dark grey)

WOMEN’S PANT
SIZES XS, S, M, L, XL

COLORS n Black Heather (dark grey)

STRETCH

Spreads and
Evaporates

Dry Zone

Superior Wicking
Action
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4 WAY STRETCH

Spreads and
Evaporates

Dry Zone

Superior Wicking
Action
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Made from an advanced stretch breathable compression-resistant fleece, this one 
piece mid layer provides warmth without bulk. It also maintains insulating values at 
changing depths allowing the diver’s core temperature to remain stable.

SB SYSTEM MID LAYER FULL

SB SYSTEM MID LAYER BOOT LINER

MATERIAL
›› Stretch breathable and compression resistant made 

from polyester/spandex anti-microbial fleece. Includes Polartec 

Power Stretch® technology. 

FEATURES
›› High 4-way stretch fleece means garment is form-fitting and reduces 

bulk and lead weight requirements compared to non-stretch fleece 

undergarments
›› Extra-long diagonal front zipper with “2-way convenience” to allow 

insertion of pee valve relief tube
›› Includes moisture management technology that acts as the second  

stage  in moisture movement away from the skin
›› Incorporates quick drying characteristics for rapid evaporation keeping 

you dry and comfortable
›› Low profile thumb loops to assist donning
›› Zippered stretch pocket laminated to left waist for key/ID
›› Lycra stirrups keep pants in place when donning drysuit
›› Flatseam stitching throughout
›› Designed to be used as part of the SB SYSTEM or as a standalone 

garment

MEN’S 
SIZES S, MShort, M, MTall, MLShort, ML, MLTall, LShort, L, LTall, 

XLShort, XL, XLTall, 2XLShort, 2XL, 3XL 

COLORS n Black

WOMEN’S 
SIZES XS, S, M, MTall, L, XL 

COLORS n Black

UNISEX
SIZES  2XS-XS, S-M, L-XL, 2XL-3XL

COLORS n Black
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Made from an advanced stretch breathable compression-resistant 
fleece, this two piece mid layer provides warmth without bulk. It also 
maintains insulating values at changing depths allowing the diver’s 
core temperature to remain stable. Add the vest for additional thermal 
protection on colder dives.

SB SYSTEM MID LAYER TOP + PANT + VEST

MATERIAL
›› Stretch breathable and compression resistant  

made from polyester/spandex anti-microbial fleece. 

Includes Polartec Power Stretch® technology.

FEATURES
›› High 4-way stretch fleece means garment is 

form-fitting and reduces  bulk and lead weight 

requirements compared to non-stretch fleece 

undergarments
›› High warmth-to-weight ratio delivers the exact 

warmth and breathability required for dive 

applications
›› Includes moisture management technology that 

acts as the second  stage  in moisture movement 

away from the skin
›› Incorporates quick drying characteristics for rapid 

evaporation, keeping you dry and comfortable
›› Two piece design allows the diver to mix and match 

sizes of top and pant for perfect  fit
›› Designed to be used as part of the SB SYSTEM or 

as standalone garments

TOP FEATURES
›› Molded comfort collar reduces  neck chaffing
›› Zippered stretch pocket at right upper arm for key/ID
›› Low profile thumb loops to assist donning
›› Lower body constructed of lighter weight fabric to 

reduce bulk when tucked in

PANT FEATURES
›› Women’s pant features a women’s specific contoured 

elastic waistband designed to hold the top in position 

when crouching 
›› Elastic waistband with drawstring and cordlock keeps the 

top in position when crouching
›› Zipper fly closes downward to allow for a pee valve relief 

tube (men’s version only)
›› Zippered stretch pocket at right thigh for key/ID
›› Lycra stirrups keep pants in place when donning drysuit

VEST FEATURES
›› Center front zipper for easy entry
›› Hand warmer zippered  pockets  with fleece lining

MEN’S TOP
SIZES S, M, ML, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

COLORS n Black

MEN’S PANT
SIZES S, M, ML, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

COLORS n Black

MEN’S VEST
SIZES S, M, ML, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

COLORS n Black

WOMEN’S TOP
SIZES XS, S, M, L, XL

COLORS n Black

WOMEN’S PANT
SIZES XS, S, M, L, XL

COLORS n Black

WOMEN’S VEST
SIZES XS, S, M, L, XL

COLORS n Black

4 WAY STRETCH

Spreads and
Evaporates

Dry Zone

Superior Wicking
Action
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A more traditional underwear offering, this mid layer includes double hi-loft 
Thinsulate in the torso and single hi-loft in the arms and legs. The Rip stop nylon 
exterior makes this product very durable. A great layer for colder dives.

SUPER HI-LOFT POLARWEAR EXTREME

FEATURES
›› Super soft Rip Stop nylon exterior with double hi-Loft THINSULATE (14.8oz/yd2 / 500g/m2) insulated interior 

in torso and Single Hi-Loft (7.4oz/yd2 / 250g/m2) in arms and legs
›› Extra long front zipper (“2-way” convenience for men and rear “drop seat” zipper for women)
›› HYDROSTRETCH panels in critical areas for ease of movement and LUMBARE-X-TENDER panel in lower back
›› Ribbed knit cuffs & collar for secure comfort and fit
›› Hand warmer pockets
›› Foot stirrups and thumb loops for donning ease
›› Articulated knees

MEN’S 
SIZES S, MShort, M, MTall, MLShort, ML, MLTall, 

LShort, L, LTall, XLShort, XL, XLTall, 2XLShort, 2XL, 3XL

COLORS n Black

WOMEN’S 
SIZES XS, S, M, MTall, L, XL

COLORS n Black

1980 The BARE brand 
was created
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similar to the super Hi-loft, but without the additional layer of 
Thinsulate in the torso.

HI-LOFT POLARWEAR EXTREME

FEATURES
›› Super soft Rip Stop nylon exterior with hi-loft THINSULATE (7.4oz/yd2 / 250g/m2) insulated interior
›› Extra long front zipper (“2-way” convenience for men and rear “drop seat” zipper for women)
›› HYDROSTRETCH panels in critical areas for ease of movement and LUMBARE-X-TENDER panel in lower back
›› Ribbed knit cuffs & collar for secure comfort and fit
›› Hand warmer pockets
›› Foot stirrups and thumb loops for donning ease
›› Embroidered BARE chest pocket with zipper

MEN’S 
SIZES S, MShort, M, MTall, MLShort, ML, MLTall, LShort, L, LTall, XLShort, XL, XLTall, 2XLShort, 2XL, 3XL

COLORS n Black

WOMEN’S 
SIZES XS, S, M, MTall, L, XL

COLORS n Black
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This layer uses low-loft Thinsulate that is less bulky, but still extremely 
effective insulation for everything but the coldest dives.

CT200 POLARWEAR EXTREME 

FEATURES
›› Super soft Rip Stop nylon exterior with B200 THINSULATE (6.2oz/yd2 / 210g/m2) insulated interior
›› Extra long front zipper  (“2-way” convenience for men and rear “drop seat” zipper for women)
›› HYDROSTRETCH panels in critical areas for ease of movement and LUMBARE-X-TENDER panel in lower back
›› Ribbed knit cuffs & collar for secure comfort and fit
›› Hand warmer pockets
›› Foot stirrups and thumb loops for donning ease
›› Articulated knees

MEN’S 
SIZES S, MShort, M, MTall, MLShort, ML, MLTall, 

LShort, L, LTall, XLShort, XL, XLTall, 2XLShort, 2XL, 3XL

COLORS n Black

WOMEN’S 
SIZES XS, S, M, MTall, L, XL

COLORS n Black

CT200 DRYSUIT BOOT LINER

FEATURES
›› Super soft Rip Stop nylon exterior with B200 

Thinsulate insulated interior
›› BARE pull loop for easy entry

Available in Europe/Asia only

UNISEX
SIZES M, L, XL, 2XL

COLORS Black
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Using low-loft Thinsulate, this layer is a great choice 
for diving in temperate waters.

T100 POLARWEAR

FEATURES
›› Super soft Rip Stop nylon exterior with C100 

THINSULATE (3.1oz/yd2 / 105g/m2) insulated 

interior
›› Extra long front zipper (with “2-way” convenience)
›› HYDROSTRETCH panels in critical areas for ease 

of movement and LUMBARE-X-TENDER panel in 

lower back
›› Ribbed knit cuffs & collar for secure comfort and fit
›› Hand warmer pockets
›› Foot stirrups and thumb loops for donning ease
›› Articulated knees

MEN’S 
SIZES S, MShort, M, MTall, MLShort, ML, 

MLTall, LShort, L, LTall, XLShort, 

XL, XLTall, 2XLShort, 2XL, 3XL

COLORS n Black

1982 BARE was incorporated 
in the united States and 
a warehousing facility 
was established
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With the introduction of the new SB SYSTEM, BARE offers even more 

choice and several layering options. This enables divers to create 

modular layered systems that allow the assembly of one, two, or more 

garments to meet the thermal protection requirements over a broad 

range of water temperature, dive duration and comfort level based on 

personal metabolism.

These recommendations are a guide only. Divers should base the final 

decision on personal knowledge of their diving conditions and preference.

Refer›to›the›chart›below›to›find›the›recommended›BARE›layers›for››
your›drysuit›and›diving›conditions.

STEP›1
Along the top of the chart, choose the model of drysuit you own  

or are about to purchase.

STEP›2
Move down the chart and select the temperature range for your local 

diving conditions or the temperature range you dive most often. There 

are two columns of options that will work for each temperature range.

OPTION›A:
With the introduction of the new SB SYSTEM, we recommend a 

combination of base and mid layers for use under any suit category.

OPTION›B: 
A combination of more traditional Thinsulate garments that BARE divers 

have enjoyed for years, and SB SYSTEM layers.

*For thermal and moisture control, BARE recommends the use of the SB 

SYSTEM Base Layer to enhance the performance of ALL BARE drysuit 

undergarments.  The SB SYSTEM Mid Layer Vest is a final addition to 

provide an extra degree of warmth on your coldest dives.

Remember that each layer consumes some of the available room 

inside the suit. Make sure the chosen drysuit has enough room to allow 

freedom of movement even when wearing the thickest combination of 

undergarments. It is not at all uncommon for a diver to wear a suit size 

one up from the undergarment size.

The BARE drysuit undergarment range includes several varieties of 

proven insulating materials. In our quest for warmth without bulk, we 

have added the SB SYSTEM Base Layer and SB SYSTEM Mid Layer 

categories. Initially designed to specifically complement the stretch of 

the new SB SYSTEM, we have found that climate and moisture control, 

stretchability in the entire garment, and high warmth to bulk ratio boost 

the performance of the entire range of BARE drysuits.

The new recommendation charts take these advanced products  

into consideration.

DRYSUIT LAYERING RECOMMENDATION CHART

SB MID LAYER SB MID LAYER SB MID LAYER SB MID LAYER VEST

T100
T100

CT200 CT200

SB MID LAYER 

VEST+ HI-LOFT

SB MID LAYER VEST 

+ CT200

65F/18C 

60F/16C

55F/13C

50F/10C

45F/7C

40F/4C

35F/2C

30F/-1C

SB SYSTEM TRILAM, NEX-GEN, XCS2 CD4, D6

SB MID LAYER

SB MID LAYER

+ SB MID LAYER 

VEST

SB MID LAYER VEST

+ SUPER HI-LOFT

SB MID LAYER + SB MID LAYER VEST SB MID LAYER  

+ SB MID LAYER 

VEST

OPTION AOPTION A OPTION BOPTION B

For thermal and moisture control, BARE recommends the use of the SB SYSTEM Base Layer to enhance  

the performance of all BARE drysuit undergarments.





WETsUITs

At BARE, every wetsuit is designed to provide you with the highest level of comfort and mobility. 
It all starts with BARE-Fit, which is the foundation of every BARE suit. BARE-Fit uses ergonomic 
suit design involving complex shaped patterns with articulated arms and legs to achieve legendary 
anatomically correct patterning for a 3D shape. Whether you’re looking for a premium suit, or one 
at more conservative price, you should have the confidence to know that every BARE wetsuit is 
designed to deliver exception fit, feel and performance.



THE ElAsTEK sTORY

ElAsTEK series wetsuits boast the newest advancements in wetsuit technology and design. These FUll-sTRETCH 
suits incorporate our latest innovation in dry technology; such as, sEAMTEK, a taping method that protects 
stitching and provides a waterproof barrier; our next generation back zipper with an offset tooth design and coated 
zipper tape; a “skin-to-skin” double internal sealing zipper flap with spine pad - all designed to keep you dry and 
warm. To ensure you are well protected from any abrasives, we’ve also integrated our latest generation of abrasion 
and wear resistant material called “PROTEKT” into the shoulders, elbows and knees.

With many more advancements, and BARE’s legendary anatomically correct patterning for a 3D shape, the BARE 
ElAsTEK FUll-sTRETCH line of wetsuits offer you the latest advancements without compromise to fit and 
comfort. If you are a diver that appreciates the details in design and desires unbelievable stretch that provides 
complete freedom of movement, this is your next suit.
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A FUll-sTRETCH semi-dry suit that uses the latest fabric laminates to provide 4-way stretch.  Includes 
skin-to-skin double GlIDEsKIn wrist and ankles seals and a TIZIP Masterseal main entry zipper that virtually 
eliminate water entry. Available in Europe/Asia only.

7MM ELASTEK SEMI-DRY

MATERIAL + INNOVATION
›› FULL-STRETCH  7mm ELASTEK neoprene
›› TIZIP MasterSeal main entry zipper offers improved flexibility over 

traditional brass zippers and a lower profile design

FEATURES
›› 3mm neoprene GLIDESEAL neck seal for comfort and durability
›› External protective zipper flap
›› Anatomically correct pattern for three dimensional fit throughout
›› Set-in sleeve design for superior comfort and mobility
›› Inner elbow flex panels
›› Skin-to-skin double 3mm GLIDESKIN wrist and ankle seals
›› FORMTEK lower leg protection
›› Double glued with SECURE-LOCK construction

MEN’S 
SIZES S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL

COLORS n Red    n Iodine Blue

WOMEN’S 
SIZES 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18

COLORS n Red    n Iodine Blue

2008 ELASTEK – BARE’s first FuLL-STRETCH
wetsuit was introduced
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A FUll-sTRETCH suit with high-end features and design that uses the latest fabric laminates to 
provide 4-way stretch. The perfect suit for those looking for unparalleled comfort and mobility in 
colder water temperatures.

7MM ELASTEK FULL Redesigned for 2012

MATERIAL + INNOVATION
›› 7mm ELASTEK neoprene with SEAMTEK exterior seam protection
›› SEAMTEK liquid seam tape is applied to the seams on the exterior 

of the suit sealing and protecting the stitching from abrasion and 

unraveling, and providing a waterproof barrier
›› PROTEKT shoulder, elbows and knee protection, provide the next 

generation of abrasion and wear resistance and offer a high degree of 

stretch for comfort and freedom of movement
›› Next generation S-lock2 back zipper with an advanced offset tooth 

design and PU coated zip tape guards against water entry (heavy-duty 

stainless steel slider won’t corrode  or break)

FEATURES
›› Comfortable contoured 5mm GLIDESEAL collar with Velcro 

adjustment and 360 degree neck seal minimizes water entry through 

neck/zipper
›› Extended molded neck tab with friction grip make adjustments a 

breeze  and a low profile hook Velcro that is less abrasive to suit fabric
›› Full length embroidered puller with molded grip tab and a grip tab at 

the base of the zipper, provide smooth trouble free zipper operation
›› Skin-to-skin double internal sealing zipper flap with 8mm BARE 

embossed spine pad, compressed to 3mm around the perimeter, 

provide the ultimate in zipper sealing and comfort
›› Anatomically correct pattern for three dimensional fit throughout
›› Set-in sleeve design and seamless underarms for superior comfort 

and mobility
›› Embossed inner elbow and back knee flex panels
›› Skin-to-skin double 3mm GLIDESKIN wrist and ankle seals
›› Double glued with SECURE-LOCK construction

MEN’S 
SIZES S, M, MTall, MLShort,  ML, MLTall, LShort, 

L, LTall, XLShort, XL, XLTall, 2XLShort, 

2XL, 3XL, 4XL

COLORS n Black    n Blue

WOMEN’S New Sizing, refer to ELASTEK size chart
SIZES 6, 8, 8Tall, 10, 10Tall, 10+, 12, 12Tall, 12+, 

14, 14+, 16, 18

COLORS n Black    n Blue
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A FUll-sTRETCH vest that layers perfectly with a 7mm or 5mm full suit to provide 
additional warmth on colder dives.

7MM ELASTEK STEP-IN HOODED VEST Redesigned for 2012

MATERIAL + INNOVATION
›› 7mm ELASTEK neoprene
›› PROTEKT shoulder protection provides the next  generation 

of abrasion and wear resistance and offers a high degree of 

stretch  for comfort and freedom of movement

FEATURES
›› Attached  7mm vented  hood with 5mm skin-in face seal
›› Next generation heavy-duty G-lock2 front zipper with 

stainless steel slider
›› Skin-in seals around the shoulders
›› Double glued with SECURE-LOCK construction

MEN’S 
SIZES S, M, MTall, MLShort,  ML, MLTall, LShort, L, LTall, 

XLShort, XL, XLTall, 2XLShort, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL

COLORS n Black

WOMEN’S New Sizing, refer to ELASTEK size chart
SIZES 6, 8, 8Tall, 10, 10Tall, 10+, 12, 12Tall, 12+, 

14, 14+, 16, 18 New Sizing

COLORS n Black

1991 Computer aided pattern design 
was first used.
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A FUll-sTRETCH suit with high-end features and design that uses the latest innovations in dry 
technology.  Made with the latest fabric laminates to provide 4-way stretch, this is the perfect suit 
for those looking for unparalleled comfort and mobility in mid to colder water temperatures.

5MM ELASTEK FULL Redesigned for 2012

MATERIAL + INNOVATION
›› 5mm ELASTEK neoprene with SEAMTEK exterior seam protection
›› SEAMTEK liquid seam tape is applied to the seams on the exterior of the suit sealing and 

protecting the stitching from abrasion and unraveling, and providing a waterproof barrier
›› PROTEKT shoulder, elbows and knee protection, provide the next  generation of abrasion & 

wear resistance and offer a high degree of stretch  for comfort and freedom of movement
›› Next generation S-lock2 back zipper with an advanced  offset tooth design and PU coated zip 

tape guards against water entry (heavy-duty stainless steel slider won’t corrode or break)

FEATURES
›› Comfortable contoured 5mm GLIDESEAL collar with Velcro adjustment and 360 degree 

neck seal minimizes water entry through neck/zipper
›› Extended molded neck tab with friction grip make adjustments a breeze and a low profile 

hook Velcro that is less abrasive to suit fabric
›› Full length embroidered puller with molded grip tab and a grip tab at the base of the 

zipper, provide smooth trouble free zipper operation
›› Skin-to-skin double internal sealing zipper flap with 8mm BARE embossed spine pad, 

compressed to 3mm around the perimeter, provide the ultimate in zipper sealing and comfort
›› Anatomically correct pattern for three dimensional fit throughout
›› Set-in sleeve design and seamless underarms for superior comfort and mobility
›› Embossed inner elbow and back knee flex panels
›› Skin-in 3mm GLIDESKIN wrist and ankle seals
›› Double glued with SECURE-LOCK construction

MEN’S 
SIZES S, M, MTall, MLShort,  ML, MLTall, LShort, L, LTall, 

XLShort, XL, XLTall, 2XLShort,  2XL, 3XL, 4XL

COLORS n Black    n Blue 

WOMEN’S New Sizing, refer to ELASTEK size chart
SIZES 6, 8, 8Tall, 10, 10Tall, 10+, 12, 12Tall, 12+, 14, 14+, 16, 18

COLORS n Black    n Blue
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A FUll-sTRETCH suit with high-end features and design that uses the latest innovations in dry 
technology.  Made with the latest fabric laminates to provide 4-way stretch, this is the perfect suit 
for those looking for unparalleled comfort and mobility in warmer water temperatures.

3MM ELASTEK FULL Redesigned for 2012

MATERIAL + INNOVATION
›› 3mm ELASTEK neoprene with SEAMTEK exterior seam protection
›› SEAMTEK liquid seam tape is applied to the seams on the exterior of the suit sealing and protecting the 

stitching from abrasion and unraveling, and providing a waterproof barrier
›› PROTEKT shoulder, elbows and knee protection, provide the next  generation of abrasion and wear resistance 

and offer a high degree of stretch  for comfort and freedom of movement
›› Next generation S-lock2 back zipper with an advanced offset tooth design and PU coated zip tape guards 

against water entry (heavy-duty stainless steel slider won’t corrode  or break)

FEATURES
›› Comfortable contoured 3mm GLIDESEAL collar with Velcro adjustment and 360 degree neck seal minimizes 

water entry through neck/zipper
›› Extended molded neck tab with friction grip make adjustments a breeze  and a low profile hook Velcro that is 

less abrasive to suit fabric
›› Full length embroidered puller with molded grip tab and a grip tab at the base of the zipper, provide smooth 

trouble free zipper operation
›› Skin-to-skin double internal sealing zipper flap with 8mm BARE embossed spine pad, compressed to 3mm 

around the perimeter, provide the ultimate in zipper sealing and comfort
›› Anatomically correct pattern for three dimensional fit throughout
›› Set-in sleeve design and seamless underarms for superior comfort and mobility
›› Embossed inner elbow and back knee flex panels
›› Skin-in 3mm GLIDESKIN wrist and ankle seals
›› Double glued with SECURE-LOCK construction

MEN’S 
SIZES S, M, MTall, MLShort,  ML, MLTall, LShort, L, LTall, XLShort, XL, XLTall, 2XLShort,  2XL, 3XL, 4XL

COLORS n Black    n Blue

WOMEN’S New Sizing, refer to ELASTEK size chart
SIZES 6, 8, 8Tall, 10, 10Tall, 10+, 12, 12Tall, 12+, 14, 14+, 16, 18

COLORS n Black    n Blue

1991 BARE was incorporated in 
Malta and a manufacturing 
and warehousing facility 
was established to support 
European / Asian markets.



THE VElOCITY sTORY
THE RIGHT STRETCH IN THE RIGHT PLACE

Progressive stretch is a concept only available in the Velocity series. It all starts with BARE-Fit, 
which is the foundation of every BARE suit. BARE-Fit uses ergonomic suit design involving complex 
shaped patterns with articulated arms and legs. From there, zones associated with performance 
within the suit are selected. Then, proven fabrics are chosen from various prototypes that have been 
tested for years. By placing the different fabrics in particular panels of the suit, the VElOCITY series 
delivers exceptional fit, feel and performance.
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A PROGREssIVE sTRETCH semi-dry suit that incorporates 
varying stretch panels in performance zones of the suit 
to enhance mobility and comfort. Includes skin-to-skin 
GlIDEsKIn seals and a cross chest TIZIP Masterseal 
water resistant zipper that virtually eliminate water entry. 
Available in north America only.

8/7MM VELOCITY SEMI-DRY HOODED FULL

MATERIAL + INNOVATION
›› 8mm neoprene torso with 7mm arms and legs
›› LUMBARE-X-TENDER panel in lower back
›› PROGRESSIVE STRETCH

FEATURES
›› Attached 8mm vented  hood with 5mm skin-in face seal
›› Cross chest TIZIP MasterSeal water resistant  zipper
›› Skin-to-skin internal sealing zipper flap
›› 2mm N2S neoprene internal pullover bib
›› Skin-to-skin double 3mm GLIDESKIN wrist and ankle seals
›› 10mm spine and kidney pad
›› FORMTEK kneepads provide total flexibility, durability and comfort applied 

to 2mm N2S neoprene under pads with SECURE-LOCK stitching
›› Double glued and SECURE-LOCK stitched

MEN’S 
SIZES S, MShort, M, MTall, MLShort,  ML, MLTall, 

LShort, L, LTall, XLShort, XL, XLTall, 2XLShort, 2XL, 3XL

COLORS n Black

2003 Velocity Full suits receive Scuba Diving 
magazine’s Tester’s Choice Award
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MATERIAL + INNOVATION
›› PROGRESSIVE STRETCH 7mm neoprene

FEATURES
›› Layers perfectly with the 7/6 or 5/4 Velocity Full
›› Attached  7mm vented  hood with 5mm skin-in face seal
›› Skin-in seals around the shoulders
›› Heavy-duty front zipper
›› Double glued with SECURE-LOCK construction

MEN’S 
SIZES S, MShort, M, MTall, MLShort,  ML, MLTall, 

LShort, L, LTall, XLShort, XL, XLTall, 2XLShort, 2XL, 3XL

COLORS n Royal

WOMEN’S
SIZES 6, 8, 8Tall, 10, 10Tall, 10+, 12, 12Tall, 12+, 14, 14+, 16, 18

COLORS n Blue

MATERIAL
›› 7mm neoprene torso with 6mm arms and lower legs

INNOVATION
›› PROGRESSIVE STRETCH (junior sizes utilize Hydrostretch II neoprene)
›› LUMBARE-X-TENDER panel in lower back (N/A in junior sizes)

FEATURES
›› Comfortable contoured 5mm GLIDESKIN collar with Velcro adjustment
›› Heavy-duty back zipper with skin-to-skin internal sealing flap
›› Loop at base of zipper assists donning
›› Internal skin-in flip seals at mid-forearm & mid-calf to reduce water entry
›› FORMTEK kneepads provide total flexibility, durability and comfort
›› Anatomically shaped arms, knees and lower legs
›› Heavy-duty ankle zippers for easy donning
›› Double glued with SECURE-LOCK construction

MEN’S 
SIZES S, MShort, M, MTall, MLShort,  ML, MLTall, 

LShort, L, LTall, XLShort, XL, XLTall, 2XLShort, 2XL, 3XL

COLORS n Royal

WOMEN’S
SIZES 6, 8, 8Tall, 10, 10Tall, 10+, 12, 12Tall, 12+, 14, 14+, 16, 18

COLORS n Blue

JUNIOR’S
SIZES 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 yrs.

COLORS n Royal

A PROGREssIVE sTRETCH suit that incorporates varying stretch panels in performance zones 
of the suit to enhance mobility and comfort. Time-tested, this suit is great for colder water 
temperatures. Add a step-in hooded vest for additional warmth on colder dives.

7MM VELOCITY 
STEP-IN HOODED VEST

7/6MM VELOCITY FULL
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A PROGREssIVE sTRETCH suit that incorporates varying stretch panels in performance zones of 
the suit to enhance mobility and comfort. This suit is great for mid to colder water temperatures. 
Add a step-in hooded vest for additional warmth on colder dives.

MATERIAL + INNOVATION
›› PROGRESSIVE STRETCH 5mm 

neoprene

FEATURES
›› Layers perfectly with the 7/6 or 

5/4 Velocity Full
›› Attached  5mm vented  hood 

with 3mm skin-in face seal
›› Skin-in seals around the 

shoulders
›› Heavy-duty front zipper
›› Double glued with SECURE-

LOCK construction

MEN’S 
SIZES S, MShort, M, MTall, 

MLShort,  ML, MLTall, LShort, 

L, LTall, XLShort, XL, XLTall, 

2XLShort, 2XL, 3XL

COLORS n Royal

WOMEN’S
SIZES 6, 8, 8Tall, 10, 10Tall, 

10+, 12, 12Tall, 12+, 

14, 14+, 16, 18

COLORS n Blue

JUNIOR’S
SIZES 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 yrs.

COLORS n Royal

MATERIAL + INNOVATION
›› 5mm neoprene torso with 4mm arms and lower legs
›› PROGRESSIVE STRETCH (junior sizes utilize Hydrostretch II neoprene)
›› LUMBARE-X-TENDER panel in lower back (N/A in junior sizes)

FEATURES
›› Comfortable contoured 3mm GLIDESKIN collar with Velcro adjustment
›› Heavy-duty back zipper with skin-to-skin internal sealing flap
›› Loop at base of zipper assists donning
›› Internal skin-in flip seals at mid-forearm & mid-calf to reduce water entry
›› FORMTEK kneepads provide total flexibility, durability and comfort
›› Anatomically shaped arms, knees and lower legs
›› Heavy-duty ankle zippers for easy donning
›› Double glued with SECURE-LOCK construction

MEN’S 
SIZES S, MShort, M, MTall, MLShort,  ML, MLTall, LShort, L, LTall, 

XLShort, XL, XLTall, 2XLShort, 2XL, 3XL

COLORS n Royal    n Black    n Red    n Green

WOMEN’S
SIZES 6, 8, 8Tall, 10, 10Tall, 10+, 12, 12Tall, 12+, 14, 14+, 16, 18

COLORS n Black    n Royal    n Pink 

JUNIOR’S
SIZES 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 yrs.

COLORS n Royal

5MM VELOCITY
STEP-IN HOODED VEST

5/4MM VELOCITY FULL

2006 PROGRESSIVE STRETCH – a concept in full-stretch 
was incorporated into Velocity wetsuits
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MATERIAL + INNOVATION
›› 3mm neoprene torso with 2mm arms & lower legs
›› PROGRESSIVE STRETCH (junior sizes utilize 

Hydrostretch II neoprene)
›› LUMBARE-X-TENDER panel in lower back 

(N/A in junior sizes)

FEATURES
›› Comfortable contoured 2mm GLIDESKIN collar 

with Velcro adjustment
›› Rolled GLIDESKIN wrist and ankle seals
›› Heavy-duty back zipper
›› Loop at base of zipper assists donning
›› Anatomically shaped knees
›› FORMTEK kneepads provide total flexibility, 

durability and comfort
›› Flatseam construction throughout for stretch 

and comfort

MEN’S 
SIZES S, MShort, M, MTall, MLShort,  ML, 

MLTall, LShort, L, LTall, XLShort, 

XL, XLTall, 2XLShort, 2XL, 3XL

COLORS n Royal    n Black    n Green     n Red

WOMEN’S
SIZES 6, 8, 8Tall, 10, 10Tall, 10+, 12, 12Tall, 

12+, 14, 14+, 16, 18

COLORS n Black    n Blue    n Pink 

JUNIOR’S
SIZES 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 yrs.

COLORS n Royal    n Green     n Red

A PROGREssIVE sTRETCH suit that incorporates varying stretch panels in performance zones of the suit to enhance 
mobility and comfort. This suit is the warm water version of the 7/6mm and 5/4mm Velocity Full suits.

3/2MM VELOCITY FULL
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The Velocity shorty re-defines what a full-featured shorty should be. Great for tropical diving, it uses 
much of the same technology that can be found in our Velocity Full suits.

2MM VELOCITY SHORTY

MATERIAL + INNOVATION
›› PROGRESSIVE STRETCH 2mm neoprene 

(junior sizes utilize Hydrostretch II neoprene)
›› LUMBARE X-TENDER panel in lower back 

(N/A in junior sizes)

FEATURES
›› Comfortable contoured 2mm GLIDESKIN collar 

with Velcro adjustment
›› BARESKIN chest plate sheds water and 

increases warmth
›› GLIDESKIN arm and thigh seals
›› Heavy-duty back zipper
›› Loop at base of zipper assists donning
›› Flatseam construction throughout for stretch 

and comfort

MEN’S 
SIZES S, M, ML, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

COLORS n Royal    n Black    n Green    n Red

WOMEN’S
SIZES 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18

COLORS n Black    n Blue    n Pink 

JUNIOR’S
SIZES 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 yrs.

COLORS n Royal    n Green    n Red



THE sPORT sTORY
FIT AND VERSATILITY DONE RIGHT

sPORT family wetsuits are constructed from neoprene laminated with nylon 2-sides (n2s) fabric - the reliable 
choice for beginner to experienced enthusiasts, both above and below the waterline.

The sPORT series offers the most extensive selection of styles and InsUlAYERInG accessories displaying 
bold new graphics and more color options.

The sPORT series suits offer unmatched value while providing the same legendary BARE-FIT patterns that  
we use in all our other BARE wetsuit families.
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Made from rugged and dependable standard n2s neoprene, this semi-dry suit 
virtually eliminates water entry. Keeping you warm and dry are skin-in flip seals 
and a TZIP Masterseal zipper on the shoulder. Available in Europe /Asia only.

MATERIAL + INNOVATION
›› 7mm standard neoprene
›› ARMOR FLEX lower leg protection

FEATURES
›› 3mm neoprene comfort fit neck seal for comfort and durability
›› TIZIP MasterSeal back entry dry zipper on shoulder
›› 4mm flex panel in elbow increases flexibility
›› Internal skin-in flips seals at mid-forearm & mid-calf to reduce water entry
›› Anatomically shaped arms, knees and lower legs
›› Heavy-duty ankle zippers ease donning
›› Edges finished with stretch nylon binding
›› Double glued with SECURE-LOCK construction

MEN’S 
SIZES S, M, ML, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

COLORS n Black

WOMEN’S
SIZES 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18

COLORS n Black

7MM SPORT SEMI-DRY

2000 Computer aided pattern 
cutting was first used
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These hooded fulls include a heavy-duty diagonal front zipper that provides easy donning and doffing while 
offering increased protection with the attached hood. Available in Europe/Asia only.

7MM + 5MM SPORT HOODED FULL

7MM SPORT HOODED FULL

MATERIAL + INNOVATION
›› 7mm standard neoprene
›› ARMOR FLEX lower leg protection

FEATURES
›› Attached 7mm vented  hood with 5mm skin-in face seal
›› Heavy-duty front zipper with skin-to-skin internal sealing flap
›› 4mm flex panel in elbow increases flexibility
›› Internal skin-in flips seals at mid-forearm and mid-calf to 

reduce water entry
›› Anatomically shaped arms, knees and lower legs
›› Heavy-duty ankle zippers ease donning
›› Edges finished with stretch nylon binding
›› Double glued with SECURE-LOCK construction

MEN’S 
SIZES S, MShort, M, MTall, MLShort,  ML, MLTall, LShort, 

L, LTall, XLShort, XL, XLTall, 2XLShort, 2XL, 3XL

COLORS n Blue

WOMEN’S
SIZES 6, 8, 8Tall, 10, 10Tall, 10+, 12, 12Tall, 12+, 14, 14+, 16, 18

COLORS n Blue

JUNIOR’S
SIZES 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 yrs.

COLORS n Blue

5MM SPORT HOODED FULL

MATERIAL + INNOVATION
›› 5mm standard neoprene
›› ARMOR FLEX lower leg protection

FEATURES
›› Attached  5mm vented  hood with 3mm skin-in face seal
›› Heavy-duty front zipper with skin-to-skin internal sealing flap
›› 4mm flex panel in elbow increases flexibility
›› Internal skin-in flips seals at mid-forearm and mid-calf 

to reduce water entry
›› Anatomically shaped arms, knees and lower legs
›› Heavy-duty ankle zippers ease donning
›› Edges finished with stretch  nylon binding
›› Double glued with SECURE-LOCK construction 

MEN’S 
SIZES S, M, ML, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

COLORS n Blue

WOMEN’S
SIZES 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18

COLORS n Blue
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Made from rugged and dependable standard n2s neoprene, this suit includes a host of great features at 
a conservative price. A great suit for beginners to experienced enthusiasts who are diving in colder water 
temperatures. Add a step-In Hooded Vest for additional warmth on colder dives.

7MM SPORT FULL

MATERIAL + INNOVATION
›› 7mm standard neoprene
›› ARMOR FLEX shoulder and lower leg protection

FEATURES
›› Comfortable contoured 5mm GLIDESKIN collar 

with Velcro adjustment
›› Set-in sleeve design for superior comfort & mobility
›› Heavy-duty back zipper with skin-to-skin  

internal sealing flap
›› Loop at base of zipper assists donning
›› 4mm flex panel in elbow increases flexibility
›› Internal skin-in flip seals at mid-forearm and  

mid-calf to reduce water entry
›› Anatomically shaped arms, knees and lower legs
›› Heavy-duty ankle zippers ease donning
›› Edges finished with stretch nylon binding
›› Double glued with SECURE-LOCK construction

MEN’S 
SIZES  S, MShort, M, MTall, MLShort, ML, 

   MLTall, LShort, L, LTall, XLShort,  

   XL, XLTall, 2XLShort, 2XL, 3XL

COLORS n Blue    n Red

WOMEN’S 
SIZES  6, 8, 8Tall, 10, 10Tall, 10+, 12, 12Tall, 

   12+, 14, 14+, 16, 18

COLORS n Blue    n Pink 
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7MM SPORT JOHN/JANE7MM SPORT STEP-IN HOODED VEST
A traditional 2-piece combination that has been a long time favorite for 
those that prefer the classic John/Jane and jacket style.  

MATERIAL + INNOVATION
›› 7mm standard N2S neoprene
›› ARMOR FLEX lower leg protection

FEATURES
›› 10mm spine and kidney pad
›› Heavy-duty front zipper with skin-to-skin internal 

sealing flap
›› Anatomically shaped knees
›› Internal skin-in flip seals at mid-calf to reduce 

water entry
›› Heavy-duty ankle zippers ease donning
›› Edges finished with stretch nylon binding
›› Double glued with SECURE-LOCK construction

MEN’S 
SIZES S, M, ML, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

COLORS n Black

WOMEN’S
SIZES 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18

COLORS n Black

MATERIAL + INNOVATION
›› 7mm standard neoprene
›› ARMOR FLEX shoulder protection

FEATURES
›› Layers perfectly with the 7 or 5mm Sport Full
›› Attached 7mm vented hood with 5mm skin-in face 

seal and ELASTEK neoprene on neck
›› Skin-in seals around the shoulders
›› Heavy-duty front zipper with skin-to-skin internal 

sealing flap
›› Edges finished with stretch nylon binding
›› Double glued with SECURE-LOCK construction

MEN’S 
SIZES S, MShort, M, MTall, MLShort, 

ML, MLTall, LShort, L, LTall, XLShort, 

XL, XLTall, 2XLShort, 2XL, 3XL

COLORS n Blue    n Red

WOMEN’S
SIZES 6, 8, 8Tall, 10, 10Tall, 10+, 12, 

12Tall, 12+, 14, 14+, 16, 18

COLORS n Blue    n Pink 
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7MM SPORT STEP-IN JACKET

MATERIAL + INNOVATION
›› 7mm standard N2S neoprene
›› ARMOR FLEX shoulder protection

FEATURES
›› Anatomically shaped arms
›› 4mm flex panel in elbow increases flexibility
›› Internal skin-in flip seals at mid-forearm  

to reduce water entry 
›› Heavy-duty front zipper
›› Edges finished with stretch nylon binding
›› Double glued with SECURE-LOCK construction

MEN’S 
SIZES  S, M, ML, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

COLORS n Blue

WOMEN’S 
SIZES  6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18

COLORS n Blue
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Made from rugged and dependable standard n2s neoprene, this suit includes a host of great features at 
a conservative price. A great suit for beginners to experienced enthusiasts who are diving in colder water 
temperatures. Add a step-in hooded vest for additional warmth on colder dives.

5MM SPORT FULL

MATERIAL + INNOVATION
›› 5mm standard neoprene
›› ARMOR FLEX shoulder and lower leg protection

FEATURES
›› Comfortable contoured 5mm GLIDESKIN  

collar with Velcro adjustment
›› Set-in sleeve design for superior fit
›› Heavy-duty back zipper with skin-to-skin  

internal sealing flap
›› Loop at base of zipper assists donning
›› 4mm flex panel in elbow increases flexibility
›› Internal skin-in flip seals at mid-forearm and  

mid-calf to reduce water entry
›› Anatomically shaped arms, knees and lower legs
›› Heavy-duty ankle zippers ease donning
›› Edges finished with stretch nylon binding
›› Double glued with SECURE-LOCK construction

MEN’S 
SIZES  S, MShort, M, MTall, MLShort, 

     ML, MLTall, LShort, L, LTall, XLShort,  

     XL, XLTall, 2XLShort, 2XL, 3XL

COLORS n Blue    n Red

WOMEN’S 
SIZES  6, 8, 8Tall, 10, 10Tall, 10+, 12, 12Tall, 

     12+, 14, 14+, 16, 18

COLORS n Blue    n Pink
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5MM SPORT STEP-IN HOODED VEST
MATERIAL + INNOVATION
›› 5mm standard neoprene
›› ARMOR FLEX shoulder protection

FEATURES
›› Layers perfectly with the 5 or 7mm Sport Full
›› Attached 5mm vented hood with 3mm skin-in face 

seal and ELASTEK neoprene on neck
›› Skin-in seals around the shoulders
›› Heavy-duty front zipper with skin-to-skin internal 

sealing flap
›› Edges finished with stretch nylon binding
›› Double glued with SECURE-LOCK construction

MEN’S 
SIZES  S, MShort, M, MTall, MLShort, 

     ML, MLTall, LShort, L, LTall, XLShort,  

     XL, XLTall, 2XLShort, 2XL, 3XL

COLORS n Blue    n Red

WOMEN’S 
SIZES  6, 8, 8Tall, 10, 10Tall, 10+, 

     12, 12Tall, 12+, 14, 14+, 16, 18

COLORS n Blue    n Pink
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This suit is a warmer water version of the 7mm and 5mm sport Full suits.

3/2MM SPORT FULL

MATERIAL + INNOVATION
›› 3mm standard neoprene torso 

with 2mm arms and legs
›› ARMOR FLEX shoulder and 

lower leg protection

FEATURES
›› Comfortable contoured 2mm 

GLIDESKIN collar with Velcro 

adjustment
›› Heavy-duty back zipper
›› Loop at base of zipper 

assists donning
›› Flatseam construction 

throughout for stretch and 

comfort

MEN’S 
SIZES S, M, ML, L, XL, 2XL 

COLORS n Blue    n Red 

WOMEN’S
SIZES 6, 8, 10, 12, 14

COLORS n Blue    n Pink 

A time-tested diving suit made from standard n2s neoprene 
and constructed using the most durable mausered seam 
construction techniques. Adding the 3mm step-In Jacket 
makes for a versatile combination.

3MM SPORT JOHN/JANE

MATERIAL + INNOVATION
›› 3mm standard neoprene
›› DURASHIN lower leg protection

FEATURES
›› Heavy-duty front zipper
›› Heavy-duty ankle zippers ease donning
›› Double glued and mauser stitched

MEN’S 
SIZES S, M, ML, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

COLORS n Black

WOMEN’S
SIZES 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18

COLORS n Black
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Built with mausered seam construction, this long sleeved, step-in n2s
jacket is the perfect complement to the 3mm sport John /Jane.

3MM SPORT STEP-IN JACKET
A great suit for tropical diving.  

2MM SPORT SHORTY

MATERIAL + INNOVATION
›› 3mm standard neoprene

FEATURES
›› Heavy-duty front zipper
›› Step-in design
›› Double glued and mauser stitched

MEN’S 
SIZES S, M, ML, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

COLORS n Black

WOMEN’S
SIZES 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18

COLORS n Black

MATERIAL + INNOVATION
›› 2mm standard neoprene
›› ARMOR FLEX shoulder protection

FEATURES
›› Heavy-duty back zipper
›› Rolled edges with zigzag stitch
›› Flatseam construction throughout for stretch 

and comfort

MEN’S 
SIZES S, M, ML, L, XL, 2XL

COLORS n Blue    n Red

WOMEN’S
SIZES 6, 8, 10, 12, 14

COLORS n Blue    n Pink
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Vests are the perfect layering item for adding warmth and protection to your BARE wetsuit. Choose from 1mm or 3mm 
thicknesses, with an attached hood or without. These vests are designed to seal and be worn on the inside of your wetsuit.

3MM SPORT VEST5/3MM SPORT HOODED VEST7/3MM SPORT HOODED VEST

MATERIAL
›› 3mm standard neoprene nylon out with THERMALSKIN-in

FEATURES
›› Pullover style layering piece for added warmth under any full suit
›› Edges finished with stretch nylon binding
›› Double glued with SECURE-LOCK construction

MATERIAL + INNOVATION
›› Hood:  5mm ELASTEK
›› Vest:  3mm neoprene nylon out with THERMALSKIN-in
›› FULL STRETCH (hood and neck)

FEATURES
›› Attached 5mm vented hood with 3mm skin-in face seal
›› Pullover style layering piece for added warmth under any full suit
›› Skin-out neck, designed to seal with wetsuit collar
›› Edges finished with stretch nylon binding
›› Double glued with SECURE-LOCK construction

MATERIAL + INNOVATION
›› Hood:  7mm ELASTEK
›› Vest:  3mm neoprene nylon out with THERMALSKIN-in
›› FULL STRETCH (hood and neck)

FEATURES
›› Attached 7mm vented hood with 5mm skin-in face seal
›› Pullover style layering piece for added warmth under any full suit
›› Skin-out neck, designed to seal with wetsuit collar
›› Edges finished with stretch nylon binding
›› Double glued with SECURE-LOCK construction

MEN’S 
SIZES S, M, ML, L, XL, 

2XL, 3XL

COLORS n Black

WOMEN’S 
SIZES 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18

COLORS n Black

MEN’S 
SIZES S, M, ML, L, XL, 

2XL, 3XL

COLORS n Black

WOMEN’S 
SIZES 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18

COLORS n Black

MEN’S 
SIZES S, M, ML, L, XL, 

2XL, 3XL

COLORS n Black

WOMEN’S 
SIZES 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18

COLORS n Black
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An ideal suit for tropical water diving when you really want 
the added protection a full suit provides.

1MM SPORT FULL1MM SPORT HOODED VEST

MATERIAL + INNOVATION
›› 1 mm standard neoprene nylon out with THERMALSKIN-in
›› ARMOR FLEX shoulder and lower leg protection

FEATURES
›› Comfortable contoured 1mm GLIDESKIN collar 

with Velcro adjustment
›› Heavy-duty back zipper
›› Zipper tab loop at base of zipper for easy donning
›› Rolled edges with zigzag stitch
›› Flatseam construction throughout for stretch 

and comfort

MEN’S 
SIZES S, M, ML, L, XL, 2XL

COLORS n Blue    n Red

WOMEN’S
SIZES 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16

COLORS n Blue    n Pink

MATERIAL
›› 1mm standard neoprene nylon out with 

THERMALSKIN-in

FEATURES
›› Ideal tropical diving companion
›› Attached 1mm vented  hood with 1mm face seal
›› Pullover style layering piece for added warmth 

under any full suit
›› Rolled edges with zigzag stitch
›› Flatseam construction throughout for stretch 

and comfort

MEN’S 
SIZES S, M, ML, L, XL, 2XL

COLORS n Black



IGnITE
STYLE AND VALUE DONE RIGHT

POWERsTRETCH panels, available exclusively in our IGnITE series, are strategically placed in zones 
of the wetsuit to enhance the overall performance and fit. Combining great colors and striking 
design, the IGnITE series wetsuits are perfect for diving, as well as a wide variety of watersports. 
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MATERIAL + INNOVATION
›› 3mm neoprene torso with BARESKIN chest and back plate,  

2mm inner arm and lower leg, underarm stretch panels
›› POWERSTRETCH

FEATURES
›› Comfortable contoured 2mm GLIDESKIN collar  

with Velcro adjustment
›› Rolled GLIDESKIN wrist and ankle seals
›› Heavy-duty back zipper
›› Loop at base of zipper assists donning
›› DURASHIN leg protection
›› Flatseam construction throughout  

for stretch and comfort

MEN’S 
SIZES  S, M, ML, L, XL, 2XL

COLORS n Blue    n Red

WOMEN’S 
SIZES  6, 8, 10, 12, 14

COLORS n Imperial    n Ocean

Offering POWERsTRETCH panels in critical zones of the suit to enhance 
overall performance and fit, and striking design, this suit is perfect for 
diving in tropical waters and a wide variety of watersports activities.

2MM IGNITE SHORTY Redesigned for 2012

MATERIAL + INNOVATION
›› 2mm neoprene torso throughout with BARESKIN chest and  

back plate, underarm stretch panels
›› POWERSTRETCH

FEATURES
›› Comfortable contoured 2mm GLIDESKIN collar with  

Velcro adjustment
›› Skin-in GLIDESKIN seals on arms and thighs
›› BARESKIN chest plate sheds water and increases warmth
›› Heavy-duty back zipper
›› Loop at base of zipper assists donning
›› Flatseam construction throughout for stretch  

and comfort

MEN’S 

SIZES  S, M, ML, L, XL, 2XL

COLORS n Blue    n Red

WOMEN’S 

SIZES  6, 8, 10, 12, 14

COLORS n Imperial    n Ocean

Offering POWERsTRETCH panels in critical zones of the suit to enhance 
overall performance and fit, and striking design, this suit is perfect for diving 
warmer water temperatures as well as a wide variety of watersports activities.

3/2MM IGNITE FULL Redesigned for 2012



KIDs

Great for a day on the water or hanging out at the beach, our kids’ 
suits offer exceptional sun, wind and abrasion protection.
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2MM VELOCITY SHORTY1MM DOLPHIN FLOATY1MM SPRINT SHORTY
A great kids’ suit for fun in the sun and in 
the water. The 1mm neoprene body provides 
warmth, abrasion protection and UV protection 
all at the same time.

Offering all the same features as the sprint, 
the Dolphin Floaty also includes removable 
floatation panels that act as a swimming aid 
and can be removed as the child’s swimming 
skills improve.

Truly a kid’s wetsuit, the Velocity shorty is 
made from 2mm neoprene and includes a 
BAREsKIn chest plate to shed water quickly.

FEATURES
›› 1mm neoprene body for warmth
›› 6oz UV Nylon/Spandex sleeves and side panels for flexibility  

and sun protection
›› 50+ UV protection - highest available
›› Wind shield and abrasion protection
›› Flatlock construction provides comfort and stretch

KID’S 
SIZES  2, 4, 6 yrs.

COLORS n Blue    n Grey    n Hot Pink

FEATURES
›› 1mm neoprene upper body
›› Removable floatation panels
›› Can be used as a swim trainer or just for buoyancy and added safety
›› 50+ UV protection - highest available
›› 6oz UV Nylon/Spandex fabric in arms and lower body
›› Wind shield and abrasion protection
›› Flatlock construction for comfort and stretch

KID’S 
SIZES  2, 4, 6 yrs.

COLORS n Blue    n Grey    n Hot Pink

FEATURES
›› 2mm neoprene for extra warmth
›› BARESKIN chest plate sheds water and increase warmth
›› Flatlock construction for comfort and stretch
›› Wind shield and abrasion protection
›› Style/Color to match adult Velocity suits

KID’S 
SIZES  2, 4, 6 yrs.

COLORS n Royal    n Green    n Pink



ACCEssORIEs

Your gear bag wouldn’t be complete without the proper hoods, gloves and boots for a 
variety of water temperatures and dive locations.
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COLDWATER HOOD WITH ZIPPER

COLDWATER HOOD5MM ELASTEK WET HOODELASTEK COLDWATER HOOD

FEATURES
›› 7mm neoprene with FULL-

STRETCH ELASTEK material for 

ultimate stretch and comfort
›› 3mm ELASTEK/GLIDESKIN 

trimmable face and neck seal 

glides nicely over your hair
›› Vented to allow trapped air 

to escape
›› Coldwater flange is 3mm N1S
›› Hood neck seal mates with 

wetsuit seal/collar

UNISEX
SIZES XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL

COLORS n Black

FEATURES
›› 5mm neoprene with FULL-

STRETCH ELASTEK material for 

ultimate stretch  and comfort
›› 3mm ELASTEK/GLIDESKIN 

trimmable face and neck seal 

glides nicely over your hair
›› Vented to allow trapped air 

to escape
›› Coldwater flange is 3mm N1S
›› Hood neck seal mates with 

wetsuit seal/collar

UNISEX
SIZES XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL

COLORS n Black

FEATURES
›› 7mm N2S neoprene with 3mm 

N1S trimmable face seal
›› Coldwater flange is 3mm N1S
›› Vented to allow trapped air 

to escape
›› Double glued with 

SECURE-LOCK construction

Available in Europe /Asia only

UNISEX
SIZES XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL

COLORS n Black

FEATURES
›› 7mm standard neoprene with 

3mm N1S trimmable face seal
›› Coldwater flange is 3mm N1S
›› Vented to allow trapped air 

to escape
›› Double glued with SECURE-

LOCK construction
›› Gusset zipper

Available in Europe /Asia only

UNISEX
SIZES XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL

COLORS n Black

NEO BEANIE3MM NEO HOOD

FEATURES
›› 3mm standard neoprene
›› Covers head and ears
›› Double glued with 

SECURE-LOCK construction

UNISEX
SIZES XS, S, M, L, XL

COLORS n Black

FEATURES
›› 2mm stretch neoprene
›› Covers head and ears
›› Flatseam construction

UNISEX
SIZES S, M, L, XL

COLORS ASSORTED
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5MM GLOVE 5MM FIVE-FINGER GLOVE

5MM ELASTEK FIVE-FINGER GLOVE5MM GAUNTLET GLOVE7MM THREE-FINGER MITT

FEATURES
›› 7mm neoprene with PU 

coated palm
›› 3 finger design, double-glued 

and blind stitched
›› Gauntlet style cuff with 

elasticized Velcro wrist strap

UNISEX
SIZES 2XS, XS, S, M, 

L, XL, 2XL

COLORS n Black

FEATURES
›› 5mm neoprene with PU 

coated palm 
›› Double-glued and blind stitched 
›› Gauntlet style cuff with 

elasticized Velcro wrist strap

Available in Europe /Asia only

UNISEX
SIZES 2XS, XS, S, M, L, 

XL, 2XL

COLORS n Black

FEATURES
›› 5mm neoprene with PU 

coated palm
›› Double-glued and blind stitched
›› Shorter cuff than gauntlet with 

elasticized Velcro wrist strap

Available in Europe /Asia only

UNISEX
SIZES 2XS, XS, S, M, L, 

XL, 2XL

COLORS n Black

FEATURES
›› 5mm FULL-STRETCH material 

with PU coated BARE 

branded palm
›› 3mm FULL-STRETCH cuff 

laminated with printed o-ring 

seals out and GLIDESKIN in
›› 5 finger design, double-glued 

and blin d stitched
›› Pre-curved fingers

UNISEX
SIZES 2XS, XS, S, M, L, 

XL, 2XL

COLORS n Black

FEATURES
›› 5mm neoprene with PU coated 

BARE branded palm
›› 5 finger design, double-glued 

and blind stitched
›› Nylon bound cuff
›› Pre-curved fingers

UNISEX
SIZES 2XS, XS, S, M, L, 

XL, 2XL

COLORS n Black

3MM ELASTEK FIVE-FINGER GLOVE

FEATURES
›› 3mm FULL-STRETCH 

material with PU coated BARE 

branded palm
›› 3mm FULL-STRETCH cuff 

laminated with printed o-ring 

seals out and GLIDESKIN in
›› 5 finger design, double-glued 

and blind stitched
›› Pre-curved fingers

UNISEX
SIZES 2XS, XS, S, M, L, 

XL, 2XL

COLORS n Black
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3MM GAUNTLET GLOVE

FEATURES
›› 3mm neoprene with PU coated 

palm
›› Double-glued  and blind 

stitched
›› Gauntlet style cuff with 

elasticized Velcro wrist strap

Available in Europe /Asia only

UNISEX
SIZES 2XS, XS, S, M, L, 

XL, 2XL

COLORS n Black

3MM FIVE-FINGER GLOVE

FEATURES
›› 3mm neoprene with PU coated 

BARE branded palm
›› 5 finger design, double-glued 

and blind stitched
›› Nylon bound cuff
›› Pre-curved fingers

UNISEX
SIZES 2XS, XS, S, M, L, 

XL, 2XL

COLORS n Black

2MM TROPIC SPORT 
FIVE-FINGER GLOVE

FEATURES
›› Warm water glove with 

reinforced AMARA palm
›› 1.5mm neoprene back
›› Boxed fingers for fit and 

elasticized cuff with 

Velcro closure
›› Included pull tab for 

easy donning

UNISEX
SIZES 2XS, XS, S, M, L, 

XL, 2XL

COLORS n Royal    

n Red  

n Pink

2MM TROPIC 
FIVE-FINGER GLOVE

FEATURES
›› Warm water glove with double 

reinforced AMARA palm
›› 1.5mm neoprene back
›› Boxed fingers for fit with 

AMARA wrapped tip
›› Elasticized cuff with 

Velcro closure
›› Included pull tab for 

easy donning

UNISEX
SIZES 2XS, XS, S, M, L, 

XL, 2XL

COLORS n Black
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5MM BOOT6MM ICE BOOT

7MM COLDWATER BOOT7MM ELASTEK BOOT

FEATURES
›› 7mm FULL-STRETCH boot with a new upgraded 

heavy-duty sole for improved comfort and traction
›› Durable toe and heel cap
›› Fin tab to prevent strap movement
›› Double-glued and blind stitched
›› Skin-in donut seal at top of boot

Available in Europe /Asia only

UNISEX
SIZES USA 4 - 13

COLORS n Black

FEATURES
›› 7mm neoprene boot with durable non-slip sole
›› Vulcanized rubber sole, toe cap and heel cap
›› Heavy-duty zipper with gusset for easy entry
›› Double-glued and blind stitched

UNISEX
SIZES USA 4 - 13

COLORS n Black

FEATURES
›› 6mm neoprene boot with a heavy-duty sole
›› Durable toe and heel cap
›› Fin tab to prevent strap movement
›› Heavy-duty zipper with gusset for easy entry
›› Double-glued and blind stitched

UNISEX
SIZES USA 4 - 13

COLORS n Black

FEATURES
›› 5mm neoprene boot with a durable non-slip sole
›› Heavy-duty zipper with gusset  for easy entry
›› Double-glued  and blind stitched

UNISEX
SIZES USA 4 - 13

COLORS n Black

2003 Ice Boot receives Scuba Diving 
magazine’s Tester’s Choice Award
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NEO SOCKBARE FEET

3MM HD TROPIC BOOT

FEATURES
›› 3mm neoprene with reinforced heel cap
›› Heavy duty ice boot sole
›› BARE pull loop for easy entry

UNISEX
SIZES USA 4 - 13

COLORS n Black

FEATURES
›› 2mm neoprene anatomically shaped
›› Intricate multi-panel design
›› Glued and blind stitched

UNISEX
SIZES XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL

COLORS n Black

FEATURES
›› 1.5mm neoprene with perforated side drainage  

panels
›› Non-marking rubber sole for performance grip
›› Quick lock ankle strap for security
›› Light weight general purpose watersports shoe

UNISEX
SIZES USA 4 - 13

COLORS n Black

DRYSUIT BAGMESH BACKPACK

DUFFLE BAG

FEATURES
›› Backpack folds into its own 

pocket 
›› One outside and one inside 

zippered pockets
›› Hanging loop with 

drawstring and cord lock
›› Dimensions: 28” x 15” x 15”

FEATURES
›› Fits all BARE drysuit styles
›› Folds into its own pocket 
›› Includes one outside and one 

inside zippered pocket
›› Hanging loop with drawstring 

and cord lock
›› Dimensions: 28” x 15” x 15”

FEATURES
›› Large 2-way zipper opening
›› Two outside pockets, including one with mesh drain panels
›› Molded zipper pulls and Velcro handle wraps
›› Dimensions: 30” x 15”x 15”
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Ideal for those cooler temperatures on the boat after the dive or 
for just hanging around.

FEATURES
›› Long sleeve wind-chill and UV protection
›› 7.8oz hyper brushed  jersey knit with moisture 

wicking and quick drying characteristics
›› 50+ UV rated protection
›› Flatseam construction

MEN’S 
SIZES S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

COLORS n Black    n Terracotta

WOMEN’S 
SIZES S, M, L, XL

COLORS n Sangria    n Astral

CHILLGUARD Redesigned for 2012
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The perfect long sleeve top to wear as a rashguard underneath 
your suit or on its own on the surface.

The perfect short sleeve top to wear as a rashguard underneath your 
suit or on its own on the surface.

FEATURES
›› Long sleeve wind-chill & UV protection
›› 6.5oz high stretch fabric with quick drying 

characteristics
›› 50+ UV rated protection
›› Flatseam construction

MEN’S 
SIZES S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

COLORS n Black    n Lake    

n Orange     n Sulphur    

WOMEN’S 
SIZES S, M, L, XL

COLORS n Banana    n Cascade   n Coral

JUNIOR’S 
SIZES 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12  yrs

COLORS n Coral    n Lake     n Sulphur 

FEATURES
›› Short sleeve UV protection
›› 6.5oz high stretch fabric with quick drying 

characteristics
›› 50+ UV rated protection
›› Flatseam construction

MEN’S 
SIZES S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

COLORS n Black    n Lake    

n Orange     n Sulphur    

WOMEN’S 
SIZES S, M, L, XL

COLORS n Banana    n Cascade   n Coral

JUNIOR’S 
SIZES 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12  yrs

COLORS n Coral    n Lake     n Sulphur 

S/S SUNGUARD Redesigned for 2012L/S SUNGUARD Redesigned for 2012





BCDs

BARE BCDs offer the highest quality materials and construction on the market today.  
From a traditional jacket style BCD to the Curve, specifically designed for women, our  
BCDs offer outstanding craftsmanship in a range of products suitable for recreational  
to advanced divers.
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Traditional and proven front-adjustable jacket style BCD with the highest quality materials and 
construction combined with popular features for divers of any skill level.

FEATURES
›› This uniquely designed front adjustable BCD provides superior comfort and fit and offers a streamlined 

profile that delivers outstanding performance on the dive and at the surface
›› Weight integration system and trim weight position allow for perfect buoyancy and balance
›› Premium materials including welded pre-bent stainless steel D-rings and side release buckles with thumb 

tabs on shoulder straps
›› Ergonomic design incorporates sculpted shoulder straps & a fully padded hard-back pack with carrying handle
›› Supplemental accessory pockets and grommet attachment points organize a variety of accessories
›› Adjustable padded nylon cummerbund with 2” centre-pull side release buckle and integrated zippered 

pocket with accessory grommet

MEN’S 
SIZES S, M, L, XL

COLORS n Black with Charcoal Trim and Piping

BLACKJACK
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Advanced wing/back style BCD with the highest quality materials and construction combined 
with popular features for more technical diving. Male and  female designs incorporate an 
ergonomic harness that provides full support. This BCD is very popular with drysuit divers.

BLACKWING

FEATURES
›› This uniquely designed back wing BCD provides superior comfort and fit and offers a streamlined profile that 

delivers the optimal dive angle and low drag profile
›› Weight integration system and trim weight position allow for perfect buoyancy and balance 
›› Premium materials including welded pre-bent stainless steel D-rings and side release buckles with 

thumb tabs on shoulder straps
›› Ergonomic design incorporates sculpted shoulder straps & a fully padded hard-back pack with carrying handle
›› Wing buoyancy: 48 lbs/21.7 kg 
›› Supplemental accessory pockets and grommet attachment points organize a variety of accessories
›› Adjustable padded nylon cummerbund with 2” centre-pull side release buckle and integrated zippered 

pocket with accessory grommet

MEN’S 
SIZES S-M, M-L, L-XL, 2XL

COLORS n Black with Charcoal Trim and Piping

2011 Blackwing BCD receives 
Sport Diver Choice Award
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Designed specifically for women, this advanced wing/back style BCD uses the highest quality materials and 
construction combined with popular features for more technical diving. Design incorporates an ergonomic 
harness that provides full support. This BCD is very popular with drysuit divers.

CURVE

FEATURES
›› This uniquely designed back wing BCD provides superior comfort and fit and offers a streamlined profile that 

delivers the optimal dive angle and low drag profile
›› Weight integration system and trim weight position allow for perfect buoyancy and balance
›› Premium materials including welded pre-bent stainless steel D-rings and side release buckles with thumb 

tabs on shoulder straps
›› Ergonomic design incorporates sculpted shoulder straps & a fully padded hard-back pack with carrying handle
›› Wing buoyancy: 35 lbs/15.8 kg
›› Supplemental accessory pockets and grommet attachment points organize a variety of accessories
›› Adjustable padded nylon cummerbund with 2” centre-pull side release buckle and integrated zippered 

pocket with accessory grommet

WOMEN’S 
SIZES XS-S, S-M, M-L, L-XL

COLORS n Black with Charcoal Trim and Piping





MAsKs, snORKEls + FIns

now you can dive with BARE from head to toe. From an all black combo of Frameless mask  
with a semi Dry snorkel or a clear and colorful panoramic Quad C mask with a Dry Top snorkel,  
we have a wide selection of masks, snorkels and fins to meet your needs.
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A classic low volume twin lens design that incorporates a double flanged silicone skirt for an excellent face seal. 
Features a revolutionary push-button buckle that allows for quick and easy strap adjustment.

DUO B DUO C
FEATURES
›› Clear double flanged silicone skirt and strap
›› Twin lens design
›› Revolutionary push-button buckle allows for easy, quick strap adjustment
›› Unique flexible buckle attachment swivels with facial movements and absorbs shock, preventing buckle 

breakage when mask is bumped
›› Low volume for easy clearing and wider field of vision
›› Super lightweight
›› Highest quality tempered glass lens
›› Corrective lenses available

COLORS n Translucent Blue    n Black    n Neon Yellow    n Titanium    n Red 

FEATURES
›› Black double flanged silicone skirt and strap
›› Twin lens design
›› Revolutionary push-button buckle allows for easy, quick strap adjustment
›› Unique flexible buckle attachment swivels with facial movements and absorbs shock, 

preventing buckle breakage when mask is bumped
›› Low volume for easy clearing and wider field of vision
›› Super lightweight
›› Highest quality tempered glass lens
›› Corrective lenses available

COLORS n Translucent Blue    n Black    n Neon Yellow    n Titanium    n Red
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A low volume single lens design that incorporates a double flanged 
silicone skirt for an excellent face seal. Features a revolutionary push-
button buckle that allows for quick and easy strap adjustment.

Designed specifically for a smaller face, this twin lens mask includes 
many of the same features as the DUO C / B.

FRAMELESS

DUO COMPACT

FEATURES
›› Clear double flanged silicone skirt and strap 
›› Twin lens design
›› Face seal specifically designed for women and kids
›› Revolutionary easy pull button tabs allow for quick and easy strap adjustment
›› Low volume double flanged silicone skirt
›› Lightweight and durable
›› Fitted with tempered safety glass lens
›› Unique and attractive tri-color accented fram

COLORS n Pink/Titanium    n Neon Yellow/Titanium    n Translucent Blue/Titanium

FEATURES
›› Low volume frameless mask with single lens
›› Revolutionary push-button buckle allows for easy, quick strap adjustment
›› Unique flexible buckle attachment swivels with facial movements and absorbs shock, 

preventing buckle breakage when mask is bumped
›› Fitted with a tempered safety glass lens
›› Low volume double flanged black silicone skirt

COLORS n Black    n Clear
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A patented quad lens mask that provides excellent panoramic vision. 
Features a double flanged silicone skirt for an excellent face seal.

A patented tri-lens design that provides an expansive field of vision. 
Features a double flanged silicone skirt for an excellent face seal.

QUAD CTRIO C

FEATURES
›› Clear double flanged silicone skirt and strap 
›› Unique tri-lens shape provides an expansive field of vision
›› Revolutionary push-button buckle allows for easy, quick strap adjustment
›› Unique flexible buckle attachment swivels with facial movements and absorbs shock, preventing buckle 

breakage when mask is bumped
›› Highest quality tempered glass lens

COLORS n Translucent Blue    n Black    n Neon Yellow    n Clear

FEATURES
›› Low volume double flanged silicone skirt and strap 
›› Patented quad-lens mask for panoramic vision
›› Seamless side window design means an unobstructed view
›› Unique and attractive tri-color accented frame
›› Revolutionary push-button buckle allows for easy, quick strap adjustment
›› Unique flexible buckle attachment swivels with facial movements and absorbs shock, 

preventing buckle breakage when mask is bumped
›› Highest quality tempered glass lens

COLORS n Translucent Blue    n Black    n Neon Yellow    n Clear
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Great for surface swimming and free diving, this snorkel includes a splash 
proof dry guard that virtually eliminates water intake. Ergonomic mouthpiece 
and purge barrel designed to be worn on either side of the mask.

Great for surface swimming and free diving, this snorkel includes a splash proof 
dry guard that virtually eliminates water intake. Ergonomic mouthpiece and purge 
barrel designed to be worn on the left side of the mask.

SEMI DRY FLEX

SEMI DRY

FEATURES
›› Streamlined oval-shaped bore
›› Splash-proof dry guard virtually eliminates water intake
›› Quick release buckle detaches with single-handed action
›› Easy purge system with extra large self draining chamber
›› Angled mouthpiece holder on lower housing

Where applicable by law, all snorkel tips are orange

COLORS n Clear/Translucent Blue   n Black/Red    n Clear/Neon Yellow

n Clear    n Clear/Pink    n Clear/Titanium    n Black

FEATURES
›› Streamlined oval-shaped bore
›› Splash-proof dry guard virtually eliminates water intake
›› Quick release buckle detaches with single-handed action
›› Easy purge system with extra large self draining chamber
›› Super comfortable orthodontic mouthpiece

Available in Europe & Asia only. 

Where applicable by law, all snorkel tips are orange

COLORS n Clear/Translucent Blue        n  Clear/Black         n  Clear/Neon Yellow         n Red
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For the rough water surface swim, our DRY TOP snorkel 
uses a patent pending full dry top housing that eliminates 
water intake.

A clean and simple design for kids, the compact has a curved and 
oval streamlined barrel, a splash guard, and a smaller comfortable 
angled mouthpiece. Includes a snorkel-keeper to attach to mask.

DRY TOP

SEMI DRY COMPACT

FEATURES
›› Streamlined oval-shaped bore
›› Splash-proof dry guard virtually eliminates water intake
›› Quick release buckle detaches with single-handed action
›› Easy purge system with extra large self draining chamber
›› Angled mouthpiece holder on lower housing
›› Smaller compact design for kid

Where applicable by law, all snorkel tips are orange 

COLORS n Translucent Blue    n Neon Yellow    

n Pink    n Clear    n Red

FEATURES
›› Streamlined oval-shaped bore
›› Patent  pending full dry top housing
›› Quick release buckle detaches with single-handed action
›› Easy purge system with extra large self draining chamber
›› Angled mouthpiece holder on lower housing

Where applicable by law, all snorkel tips are orange

COLORS n Clear/Translucent Blue   n Black/Red    

n Clear/Neon Yellow    n Clear   

n Clear/Titanium    n Clear/Black 
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BARE full foot snorkeling fins are 
the perfect companion to a mask 
and snorkel for a day in the water.

FASTBACK

FEATURES
›› Soft rubber foot pocket
›› Thermo-plastic blade with flex panel for 

improved thrust
›› Reinforced side rails stiffen blade and 

control lateral spillage

SIZES 3-5 / XS / 36-37 (Pink, Black, Blue), 

5-7 / S / 38-39, 7-9 / M / 40-42,

9-11 / L / 43-44, 11-13 / XL / 45-46

COLORS n Black         n Blue         n Yellow         

n Pink         n Red
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135-155
61-70

5’6”-5’8”
168-173

35-37
89-94

29-31
74-79

35-37
89-94

27⅜
70

30
76

S

140-165
63-75

5’5”-5’7”
165-170

37-39
94-99

31-33
79-84

37-39
94-99

26⅞
68

29½
75

MSHORT

150-175
68-79

5’8”-5’10”
173-178

37-39
94-99

31-33
79-84

37-39
94-99

28⅜
72

31
79

M

160-180
70-82

5’11”-6’1”
180-184

37-39
94-99

31-33
79-84

37-39
94-99

29⅝
75

32
81

MTALL

160-185
72-84

5’6”-5’8”
168-173

39-41
99-104

33-35
84-89

39-41
99-104

27⅝
70

30¼
77

MLSHORT

170-195
77-88

5’10”-6’0”
178-183

39-41
99-104

33-35
84-89

39-41
99-104

29⅜
75

32
81

ML

175-200
79-91

6’0”-6’2”
183-188

39-41
99-104

33-35
84-89

39-41
99-104

30⅝
78

33
84

MLTALL

180-205
82-93

5’7”-5’9”
170-175

41-43
104-109

35-37
89-94

41-43
104-109

28
71

30½
77

LSHORT

190-215
88-95

5’11”-6’1”
180-185

41-43
104-109

35-37
89-94

41-43
104-109

30
76

32½
83

L

195-210
88-95

6’1”-6’3”
185-191

41-43
104-109

35-37
89-94

41-43
104-109

31¼
79

33½
85

LTALL

200-225
91-102

5’8”-5’10”
173-178

43-45
109-114

37-39
94-99

43-45
109-114

28⅛
71

31
79

XLSHORT

210-235
95-107

6’0”-6’2”
183-188

43-45
109-114

37-39
94-99

43-45
109-114

30⅝
78

33
84

XL

215-240
98-109

6’2”-6’4”
188-193

43-45
109-114

37-39
94-99

43-45
109-114

31⅞
81

34
86

XLTALL

220-245
100-111

5’8”-5’10”
173-178

45-47
114-119

39-41
99-104

45-47
114-119

28½
72 

31¼
79

2XLSHORT

230-255
104-116

6’1”-6’3”
185-191

45-47
114-119

39-41
99-104

45-47
114-119

31¼
79

33½
85

2XL

250-275
113-125

6’2”-6’4”
188-193

47-49
119-124

41-43
104-109

47-49
119-124

31⅞
81

34
86

3XL

270-295
122-134

6’3”-6’5”
191-196

49-51
124-129

43-45
109-114

49-51
124-129

32 ⅜
82

34½
87

4XL

DRYSUIT MEASURING TIPS 
1. When measuring customer for a STOCK size drysuit, customer should wear minimal clothing.

2. Select size from above charts.

3. Drysuit design already accommodates appropriate underwear choice, as long as the diver is not 

at the upper end of the weight and height range for the size selected.

WEIGHT
LBS
KG

HEIGHT
FT/IN
CM

CHEST
IN
CM

WAIST
IN
CM

HIP
IN
CM

TORSO
IN
CM

INSEAM
IN
CM

SIZE

SIZE CHARTS: MEN’S DRYSUITS + UNDERWEAR + WETSUITS
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100-125
45-57

5’3½” - 5’5½”
161-166

32-35
81-89

23-26
58-66

33-36
84-91

23¼
59

31¼
79

XS

120-145
54-66

5’5”-5’7”
165-170

35-38
89-97

26-29
66-74

36-39
91-99

24¼
62 

31¾
81

S

140-165
64-75

5’6½”-5’8½”
169-174

38-41
97-104

29-32
74-81

39-42
99-107

25¼
64

32¼
82

M

145-170
66-77

5’9½”-5’11½”
176-181

38-41
97-104

29-32
74-81

39-42
99-107

26½
67

33 ¼
84

MTALL

160-185
73-84

5’8”-5’10”
173-178

41-44
104-112

32-35
81-89

42-45
107-114

26¼
67 

32¾
83

L

180-205
82-93

5’9½”-5’11½”
176-181

44-47
112-119

35-38
89-97

45-48
114-122

27¼
69 

33¼
84

XL

WEIGHT
LBS
KG

HEIGHT
FT/IN
CM

CHEST
IN
CM

WAIST
IN
CM

HIP
IN
CM

TORSO
IN
CM

INSEAM
IN
CM

SIZE

SIZE CHARTS: WOMEN’S DRYSUITS + UNDERWEAR
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90-105
41-48

5’1”-5’3”
155-160

30-32
76-81

20-22
51-56

30-32
76-81

29¼
74

4

100-115
45-52

5’2”-5’4”
157-163

31-33
79-84

22-24
56-61

32-34
81-86

29⅞
75

6

115-125
50-57

5’3”-5’5”
160-165

32-34
81-86

23-25
58-64

33-35
84-89

30½
77

8

115-135
52-61

5’5”-5’7”
165-170

32-34
81-86

23-25
58-64

33-35
84-89

31¾
81

8TALL

120-135
54-61

5’4”-5’6”
163-168

34-36
86-91

25-27
64-69

35-37
89-94

31⅛
79

10

125-145
57-66

5’7”-5’9”
170-175

34-36
86-91

25-27
64-69

35-37
89-94

32⅞
84

10TALL

135-155
61-70

5’4”-5’6”
163-168

37-39
94-99

31-33
79-84

41-43
104-109

31⅛
79

10+

130-145
59-66

5’5”-5’7”
165-170

35-37
89-94

26-28
66-71

36-38
91-97

31¾
81

12

135-155
61-70

5’9”-5’11”
175-180

35-37
89-94

26-28
66-71

36-38
91-97

34
86

12TALL

145-165
66-75

5’5”-5’7”
165-170

38-40
97-102

32-34
81-86

42-44
107-112

31¾
81

12+

135-155
61-70

5’6”-5’8”
168-173

37-39
94-99

28-30
71-76

38-40
97-102

32⅜
82

14

155-175
70-79

5’6”-5’8”
168-173

40-42
102-107

34-36
86 -91

44-46
112-117

32⅜
82

14+

145-165
66-75

5’7”-5’9”
170-175

38-40
97-102

29-31
74-79

39-41
99-104

33
84

16

155-175
70-79

5’8”-5’10”
173-178

40-42
102-107

31-33
79-84

41-43
104-109

33⅝
85

18

100-115
45-52

5’2”-5’4”
157-163

31-33
79-84

24-26
61-66

34-36

29⅞
75

4

115-125
50-57

5’3”-5’5”
160-165

32-34
81-86

26-28
66-71

36-38

30½
77

6

120-135
54-61

5’4”-5’6”
163-168

34-36
86-91

27-29
69-74

37-39
94-99

31⅛
79

8

125-145
57-66

5’6”-5’8” 
168-173

34-36
86-91

27-29
69-74

37-39
94-99

32⅜
82

8TALL

130-145
59-66

5’5”-5’7”
165-170

35-37
89-94

28-30
71-76

39-41
99-104

31¾
81

10

135-155
61-70

5’8”-5’10”  
173-178

35-37
89-94

28-30
71-76

39-41
99-104

33½
85 

10TALL

145-165
66-75

5’5”-5’7”
165-170

39-41
99-104

35-37
89-94

45-47
114-119

31¾
81

10+

135-155
61-70

5’6”-5’8”
168-178

37-39
94-99

30-32
76-81

40-42
102-107

32⅜
82

12

140-165
64-75

5’10”-6’0”  
173-183

37-39
94-99

30-32
76-81

40-42
102-107

34⅝
88

12TALL

155-175
70-79

5’6”-5’8”
168-173

40-42
102-107

36-38
91-97

46-48
117-122

32⅜
82

12+

145-165
66-75

5’7”-5’9”
170-175

38-40
97-102

31-33
79-84

42-44
107-112

33
84

14

165-185
75-84

5’7”-5’9”
170-175

42-44
107-112

36-38
91-97

48-50
122-127

33
84

14+

155-175
70-79

5’8”-5’10”
173-178

40-42
102-107

33-35
84-89

43-45
109-114

33⅝
85

16

165-185
75-84

5’9”-5’11”  
175-180

42-44
107-112

35-37
89-94

45-47
114-119

34¼
87

18

SIZE CHARTS: WOMEN’S WETSUITS

WOMEN’S ELASTEK WETSUITS

WEIGHT
LBS
KG

HEIGHT
FT/IN
CM

CHEST
IN
CM

WAIST
IN
CM

HIP
IN
CM

INSEAM
IN
CM

SIZE

WEIGHT
LBS
KG

HEIGHT
FT/IN
CM

CHEST
IN
CM

WAIST
IN
CM

HIP
IN
CM

INSEAM
IN
CM

SIZE
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30-40
14-18

2’10”-3’2”
86-97

20-23
51-58

2

40-50
18-23

3’4”-3’8”
101-112

22-24
56-61

4

45-60
20-27

3’10”-4’2”
117-127

24-26
61-66

6

55-70
25-32

4’4”-4’7”
132-140

26-28
66-71

8

65-85
30-39

4’7”-4’10”
140-147

28-30
71-76

10

80-100
36-45

4’10-5’1”
147-155

30-32
76-81

12

95-120
43-55

5’1”-5’4”
155-162

32-34
81-86

14

115-140
52-64

5’4”-5’7”
162-170

34-36
86-91

16

21
53

13
35

XS

21 ½
54.5

14
35.5

S

22 ½
57

15
38

M

23 ½
59.5

16
40.5

L

24”
61

17
43

XL

24 ½
62.5

18
45.5

2XL

4

3

34-35

22

3XS

5

4

36

23

2XS

6

5

37-38

24

XS

7

6

39

25

S

8

7

40-41

26

M

9

8

42

27

L

10

9

43-44

28

XL

11

10

45-46

29

2XL

12

11

47-48

30

3XL

13

12

49-50

31

4XL

SIZE CHARTS: KIDS + JUNIOR WETSUITS

HOODS

FOOTWEAR

WEIGHT
LBS
KG

HEIGHT
FT/IN
CM

CHEST
IN
CM

SIZE

FOREHEAD
IN
CM

NECK
IN
CM

SIZE

USA Size Scale

UK Size Scale

EURO Size Scale

FOOT LENGTH cm

SIZE UNISEX

NOTE: DRYSUIT BOOT SIZES ARE SPECIFIC TO GENDER. PLEASE SEE RETAILER TO ENSURE PROPER FIT.
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SIZE CHARTS: BCDs

35-41
89-104

30-34
76-86

48
21.7

48
21.7

30
13.6

S-M

38-44
97-112

34-38
86-97

48
21.7

48
21.7

30
13.6

M-L

41-47
104-119

36-40
91-102

48
21.7

48
21.7

30
13.6

L-XL

44-51
112-130

38-41
97-104

48
21.7

48
21.7

30
13.6

XL-2XL

28-33
71-84

25-28
64-71

35
15.8

40
18.1

30
13.6

XS-S

32-39
81-99

28-32
71-81

35
15.8

40
18.1

30
13.6

S-M

36-42
91-107

31-35
79-89

35
15.8

40
18.1

30
13.6

M-L

39-45
99-114

34-38
86-97

35
15.8

40
18.1

30
13.6

L-XL

35-38
89-97

30-32
76-81

35
15.8

40
18.1

30
13.6

S

38-41
97-104

33-35
84-89

38
17.2

40
18.1

30
13.6

M

41-44
104-112

34-36
86-91

44
19.9

48
21.7

30
13.6

L

44-47
112-119

36-38
91-97

48
21.7

48
21.7

30
13.6

XL

BLACKJACK CURVE

BLACKWING

CHEST
IN
CM

WAIST
IN
CM

LIFT CAPACITY
IN
CM

WEIGHT CAPACITY
IN
CM

DUMP CAPACITY
IN
CM

SIZE

CHEST
IN
CM

WAIST
IN
CM

LIFT CAPACITY
IN
CM

WEIGHT CAPACITY
IN
CM

DUMP CAPACITY
IN
CM

SIZE

CHEST
IN
CM

WAIST
IN
CM

LIFT CAPACITY
IN
CM

WEIGHT CAPACITY
IN
CM

DUMP CAPACITY
IN
CM

SIZE




